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Cells undergo state transitions during many biological pro-
cesses, including development, reprogramming, regeneration 
and cancer, and they typically do so in a highly asynchronous 

fashion1. Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) successfully cap-
tures the heterogeneity that results from these processes, but it loses 
lineage relationships, since each cell can be measured only once. To 
mitigate this problem, scRNA-seq can be combined with lineage 
tracing methods2,3 that use heritable barcodes to follow clonal evo-
lution over long time scales, or metabolic labeling methods4–6 that 
use the ratio of nascent to mature RNA molecules to link observed 
gene expression profiles over short time windows. Yet both strat-
egies are mostly limited to in vitro applications, prompting the 
development of computational approaches to reconstruct pseudo-
time trajectories1,7–12, which leverage the observation that develop-
mentally related cells tend to share similar gene expression profiles. 
Pseudotime approaches have been used extensively to order cells 
along differentiation trajectories and to study cell-fate decisions.

Computational trajectory inference typically demands prior 
biological knowledge to determine the directionality of cell state 
changes, often by specifying an initial cell13, thereby limiting its 
applicability to normal developmental scenarios with known 
cell-fate hierarchies. RNA velocity14 has been shown recently to 
alleviate this problem by reconstructing trajectory direction based 
on the spliced-to-unspliced mRNA ratio. The approach has been 
generalized to include transient cell populations and protein kinet-
ics15,16; however, velocity estimates are noisy and the interpretation 
of high-dimensional velocity vectors has been limited mostly to 
low-dimensional projections, which do not easily reveal long-range 
probabilistic fates or allow quantitative interpretation.

Here, we present CellRank, a method that combines the robust-
ness of similarity-based trajectory inference with directional 

information from RNA velocity to learn directed, probabilistic 
state-change trajectories under either normal or perturbed condi-
tions. Unlike other approaches, CellRank automatically infers initial, 
intermediate and terminal populations of an scRNA-seq dataset and 
computes fate probabilities that account for the stochastic nature of 
cellular fate decisions as well as uncertainty in velocity estimates. 
We use fate probabilities to uncover putative lineage drivers and to 
visualize lineage-specific gene expression trends. We demonstrate 
CellRank’s capabilities on pancreatic endocrine lineage develop-
ment, correctly recovering initial and terminal states in addition to 
lineage bias and key driver genes for somatostatin-producing delta 
cell differentiation. We show that CellRank generalizes beyond 
normal development by applying it to a reprogramming dataset, 
where predicted fate bias correctly recovers lineage-tracing-derived 
ground truth. Further, by applying CellRank to lung regeneration, 
we predict a new dedifferentiation trajectory and experimentally 
validate newly discovered intermediate cell states. CellRank out-
performs methods that do not include velocity information, and is 
available as a scalable, user-friendly open-source software package 
with documentation and tutorials at https://cellrank.org.

Results
CellRank combines cell–cell similarity with RNA velocity to 
model cellular state transitions. The CellRank algorithm aims 
to model the cell state dynamics of a system (Methods). CellRank 
detects the initial, terminal and intermediate cell states of the system 
and computes a global map of fate potentials, assigning each cell the 
probability of reaching each terminal state. Based on the inferred 
potentials, CellRank charts gene expression dynamics as cells take 
on different fates and identifies putative regulators of cell-fate  
decisions. The algorithm uses an scRNA-seq count matrix and  
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corresponding RNA velocity matrix as input (Extended Data Figure 
1a,c). Note that, while we use RNA velocity here to approximate the 
direction of cellular dynamics, CellRank generalizes to accommo-
date any vector field that provides a directional measure, such as 
metabolic labeling4–6 or real time information17,18.

The main assumption underlying all pseudotime algorithms that 
faithfully capture trajectories1,7–10 is that cell states change in small 
steps with many transitional populations. CellRank uses the same 
assumption to model state transitions using a Markov chain, where 
each state in the chain is given by one observed cellular profile, and 
edge weights denote the probability of transitioning from one cell to 
another. The first step in chain construction is to compute an undi-
rected K nearest neighbor (KNN) graph representing cell–cell simi-
larities in the phenotypic manifold (Fig. 1a,b and Extended Data 
Fig. 1b; Methods). Each node in the graph represents an observed 
cellular profile, and edges connect cells that are most similar.

Unlike pseudotime algorithms, we infuse directionality by using 
RNA velocity to direct Markov chain edges (Extended Data Fig. 
1c). The RNA velocity vector of a given cell uses splicing dynamics 
to predict which genes are currently being up- or downregulated, 
and thus points towards the likely future state of that cell. The more 
a neighboring cell lies in the direction of the velocity vector, the 
higher its transition probability (Methods). We compute a second 
set of transition probabilities based on gene expression similarity 
between cells and combine it with the first set via a weighted mean 
(Methods). The resulting matrix of directed transition probabili-
ties is independent of any low-dimensional embedding and reflects 
transcriptional similarity as well as directional information given by 
RNA velocity.

The transition matrix may be extremely large, noisy and difficult 
to interpret. We alleviate these problems by summarizing individual 
gene expression profiles into macrostates, regions of the pheno-
typic manifold that cells are unlikely to leave (Fig. 1c and Extended 
Data Fig. 2a–e). CellRank decomposes the dynamics of the Markov 
chain into these macrostates and computes coarse-grained tran-
sition probabilities among them. The number of macrostates is a 
model parameter that can be chosen using knee-point heuristics 
or previous knowledge about the biological system (Extended Data 
Fig. 2b; Methods). Individual cells are assigned to macrostates 
via a soft assignment. To compute macrostates and the induced 
coarse-grained transition probabilities, we adapt Generalized 
Perron Cluster Cluster Analysis (GPCCA)19,20 to the single-cell con-
text (Methods).

Viewing the biological system at coarse resolution allows us to 
identify populations based on transition probabilities: terminal 
macrostates will have high self-transition probability, initial macro-
states will have low incoming transition probability, and remaining 
macrostates will be intermediate. We automate the identification 
of terminal states through a stability index (SI) between zero and 
one, indicating self-transition probability; macrostates with an SI of 
0.96 or greater are classified as terminal. We automate the identi-
fication of initial states through the coarse-grained stationary dis-
tribution (CGSD), which describes the long-term evolution of the 
coarse-grained Markov chain (Methods). The CGSD assigns small 
values to macrostates that the process is unlikely to revisit after leav-
ing; these macrostates are classified as initial. The number of initial 
states is a parameter that is set to one by default.

Finally, CellRank uses the directed single-cell transition matrix 
to compute fate probability, the likelihood that a given cell will 
ultimately transition towards each terminal population defined in 
the previous step (Fig. 1d and Extended Data Fig. 2f). These prob-
abilities can be efficiently computed for all cells by solving a linear 
system (Methods). Fate probabilities extend the short-range fate 
prediction given by RNA velocity to the global structure spanning 
initial to terminal states. The stochastic Markov chain-based for-
mulation allows us to overcome noise in individual velocity vectors 

and cell–cell similarities by aggregating many of these into our final 
fate prediction. Moreover, by restricting transitions to be within the 
phenotypic manifold, CellRank captures cell state dynamics more 
faithfully.

Both the original velocyto and generalized scVelo models com-
pute velocity vectors on the basis of spliced-to-unspliced count 
ratios14,15. These counts are influenced by many sources of biologi-
cal and technical noise, such as ambient RNA, sparsity, doublets, 
bursting kinetics and low capture efficiency. Unspliced RNA in 
particular is rarer in the cell and suffers from low detection rates. 
The uncertainty in molecule counts translates into uncertainty in 
RNA velocity vectors, which can be estimated in scVelo (Extended 
Data Fig. 3a; Methods). CellRank accounts for these sources of 
uncertainty by propagating the estimated distribution over velocity 
vectors (Extended Data Fig. 3b,c). By default, it uses an analytical 
approximation that computes the expected value of the transition 
probabilities towards nearest neighbors, given the distribution over 
velocity vectors (Methods). The analytical approximation is very 
efficient and ensures that uncertainty can be estimated even for 
large datasets. Alternatively, CellRank has an option for far slower, 
more accurate computation of fate probabilities via Monte Carlo 
(MC) sampling (Methods).

We combine fate probability estimates with a pseudotemporal 
ordering to visualize gene expression programs executed by cells 
along trajectories leading to terminal states (Fig. 1e and Extended 
Data Fig. 1e–h; Methods). Pseudotime orders a progression of cell 
states from the initial state, while CellRank fate probabilities indi-
cate how committed each cell is to every trajectory. By softly assign-
ing cells to trajectories via fate probabilities, we capture the effect 
of gradual lineage commitment, whereby cells transition from an 
uncommitted state (contribution to several trajectories) to a com-
mitted state (contribution to a single trajectory)21–23. Palantir21, 
which is based on an iteratively refined shortest path in the space of 
diffusion components, is used for pseudotime ordering by default, 
where Palantir is provided with CellRank’s computed initial state. 
By correlating gene expression with fate probabilities, CellRank 
enhances the ability to uncover putative trajectory-specific regula-
tors (Fig. 1f). By sorting putative regulators according to their peak 
in pseudotime, we visualize gene expression cascades specific to 
their cellular trajectory while accounting for the continuous nature 
of cellular fate commitment.

CellRank recapitulates coarse-state dynamics of pancreatic endo-
crine lineage formation. We applied CellRank to an scRNA-seq 
dataset of E15.5 murine pancreatic development24. A UMAP25 rep-
resentation with original cluster annotations and scVelo-projected 
velocities recapitulated the main developmental trends15 (Fig. 2a); 
from an initial cluster of endocrine progenitors (EPs) expressing 
low levels of the transcription factor neurogenin 3 (Neurog3 or 
Ngn3), cells traverse trajectories towards alpha, beta, epsilon and 
delta cell fates.

To investigate specific questions, such as the onset of lineage bias, 
precise location of initial and terminal states and probable progeni-
tors of any terminal state, we argue against basing hypotheses purely 
on the projected velocity vectors, for three reasons. First, project-
ing onto only two or three dimensions may over-regularize the true 
velocities and lead to overly smooth vector fields. Interpreting cel-
lular trajectories in two-dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional 
embeddings is often misleading, as high-dimensional distances 
cannot be fully preserved in lower dimensions; this is why most 
neighborhood-based dimensionality reduction techniques such as 
t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE)26,27 and uni-
form manifold approximation and projection (UMAP)28 do not 
conserve global relationships well29–31. Second, visual interpreta-
tion of projected vectors ignores uncertainty in RNA velocity and 
therefore leads to overconfidence in the inferred trajectories. Third, 
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velocities are available only locally, whereas CellRank aggregates 
these local signals globally, computing longer range trends. The 
single-cell field has reached a consensus that clustering cells in 2D 
or 3D representations must be avoided32 and, similarly, we argue 

that velocity vectors projected onto two or three dimensions must 
not be used to address detailed questions of trajectory inference. 
CellRank overcomes these limitations and allows us to model global 
trajectories, as we demonstrate on pancreas data below.
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Fig. 1 | Combining RNA velocity with cell–cell similarity to determine initial and terminal states and compute a global map of cellular fate potential.  
a, 3D UMAP of 1,000 simulated cells with their velocity vectors, using DynGen66. Colors reflect DynGen ground truth branch assignment. CellRank models 
cell state transitions directly in high-dimensional gene expression space. b, A reference cell i with velocity vector vi and its nearest neighbors. The vector δi,j 
is the difference in gene expression between cells j and i. To assign probability pi,j to cell i transitioning to cell j in the neighborhood Ni of cell i, we transform 
correlations between the transcriptomic difference vectors δi,j and the velocity vector vi, essentially considering the angle α between these vectors. c, The 
directed transition matrix is coarse-grained into four macrostates. Heatmaps show transition probabilities among cells (left) and macrostates (right); 
sorting cells according to macrostate membership recovers block structure in the cell–cell transition matrix. We recover initial, intermediate and two 
terminal states. The 30 colored cells are mostly likely to belong to each macrostate in the UMAP. d, For each cell, we compute its probability of reaching 
A or B. We show these fate probabilities in a fate map, where each cell is colored according to the terminal state it is most likely to reach. Color intensity 
reflects the degree of lineage priming. e, Using these fate probabilities and a pseudotime, we plot gene expression trends, which are specific to either A 
or B. Left, each cell is colored based on the expression of the indicated genes; right, respective trends along pseudotime towards each fate. f, expression 
trends in pseudotime of the top 50 genes whose expression correlates best with the probability of reaching B in a heatmap. Genes have been sorted 
according to their smoothed peak in pseudotime. One early gene (X), one intermediate gene (Y) and one late gene (Z) are highlighted by showing 
expression in the UMAP.
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We computed CellRank’s directed transition matrix, and then 
coarse-grained it into 12 macrostates (Fig. 2b) based on eigen-
value gap analysis (Supplementary Fig. 1a,b), revealing a block-like 
structure in the transition matrix (Fig. 2c and Extended Data Fig. 
4a–c). Macrostates, annotated according to their overlap with the 
underlying gene expression clusters (Methods), comprised all 
developmental stages in this dataset, from an initial Ngn3low EP 
state, to intermediate Ngn3high EP and Fev+ states, to terminal 
hormone-producing alpha, beta, epsilon and delta cell states.

The three most stable states according to the coarse-grained 
transition matrix were alpha (SI 0.97), beta (SI 1.00) and epsilon (SI 
0.98) macrostates, which were accordingly labeled as terminal by 
CellRank, consistent with known biology (Fig. 2d). We recovered 
one relatively stable (SI 0.84) macrostate that largely overlapped with 
delta cells. We identified the Ngn3low EP_1 state as initial because it 
was assigned the smallest CGSD value (2 × 10−6). The initial and ter-
minal states agree with the expression of well-known marker genes, 
including Ins1 and Ins2 for beta, Gcg for alpha, Ghrl for epsilon, Sst 
for delta cells and ductal cell markers Sox9, Anxa2 and Bicc1 for the 
initial state24,33 (Extended Data Fig. 5a,b).

We computed fate probabilities and summarized them in a fate 
map (Fig. 2e). This analysis correctly identified the beta cell fate 
as dominant in the Ngn3high EP cluster at E15.5, consistent with 
known biology24 (Fig. 2e, inset), as also visualized with pie charts 
on a directed implementation of partition-based graph abstraction8 
(PAGA) (Supplementary Fig. 3; Methods). Using a cell in the Ngn3low 
EP_1 macrostate as the starting state for Palantir21, we ordered cells 
in pseudotime (Supplementary Fig. 4) and overlaid the expression 
of master regulators Arx33 (alpha), Pdx134 (beta) and Hhex35 (delta), 
and the lineage-associated gene Irs436 (epsilon) (Fig. 2f) to visualize 
trends based on CellRank’s fate probabilities. All of these genes were 
upregulated correctly when approaching their associated terminal 
populations.

All components of CellRank are extremely robust to parameter 
variation, based on sensitivity analysis for the number of macro-
states (Supplementary Fig. 5), weight given to transcriptomic simi-
larities, number of neighbors in the KNN graph, scVelo minimal 
gene counts, number of highly variable genes and number of princi-
pal components (PCs). CellRank is robust to random subsampling 
of cells (Supplementary Figs. 6 and 7).
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We used the pancreas dataset to investigate the effects of uncer-
tainty propagation (Extended Data Fig. 3d). We selected two cells, 
one from a low noise region where velocity vectors of neighbor-
ing cells tend to agree and one from a high noise region. To com-
pute transition probabilities towards nearest neighbors, we used a 
deterministic approach that does not propagate uncertainty, as well 
as our analytical approximation and MC sampling. Differences 
between deterministic and stochastic transition probabilities were 
greatest in the high noise region, highlighting that uncertainty 
propagation automatically downweights transitions towards cells in 
noisy areas where individual velocity vectors are less trustworthy 
(Extended Data Fig. 3e). We confirmed that our analytical approxi-
mation and the asymptotically exact sampling scheme give similar 
results (Extended Data Fig. 3f,g). Overall, propagating uncertainty 
leads to increased robustness of fate probabilities (Supplementary 
Figs. 2, 8 and 9).

To evaluate whether CellRank can overcome situations in which 
the signals of differentiation and proliferation are confounded, 
we included a population of cycling ductal cells (Extended Data  
Fig. 6a,b). Coarse-grained transition probabilities among five  

macrostates automatically identified ductal and endocrine terminal 
states (Extended Data Fig. 6c–e), and fate probabilities towards the 
ductal and endocrine lineages correlated well with known lineage 
markers (Extended Data Fig. 6f–h).

CellRank identifies putative gene programs driving delta  
cell differentiation. Delta cells highlight how CellRank’s global 
approach overcomes limitations in RNA velocity. Delta cells  
are very rare in our data (70 cells or 3% of total; Supplementary  
Fig. 10) and, more importantly, no known drivers of delta cell  
development were among the 30 scVelo genes with highest  
likelihoods (Extended Data Fig. 7a). Moreover, genes implicated in 
delta cell development were not captured well by scVelo’s model of 
splicing kinetics (Extended Data Fig. 7b). We hypothesize that splic-
ing kinetics fail to capture delta cell differentiation because these 
cells appear late in pancreatic development and thus are very rare 
in our data37.

The development of delta cells is not well understood33. Mature 
delta cells can be identified by Sst expression (Extended Data  
Fig. 5), but immature cells are much more difficult to identify.  
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Hhex is the only widely accepted transcription factor required to 
maintain delta cell differentiation, and specifically marks delta cells 
in the adult islets of Langerhans35, and Cd24a has recently been 
implicated in human delta cell development38,39. To learn more 
about delta cell development, we focused on CellRank fate proba-
bilities towards the relatively stable delta macrostate (SI 0.84), which 
was not automatically classified as terminal33 (Fig. 3a,b). Velocities 

projected onto the UMAP do not disclose likely delta cell precur-
sors (Extended Data Fig. 8), but CellRank fate probabilities show 
one path with highest likelihood, through cells that were annotated 
as delta precursors in a study24 involving subclustering of the Fev+ 
population (Fig. 3c). Therefore, while RNA velocity fails to cap-
ture the dynamics of delta cell development, they can be recovered  
successfully by CellRank because it constrains velocities to the  
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1 and 3 (dashed lines) represent successful and dead-end states, respectively49. b, scVelo15 velocities, projected on the t-SNe embedding in a and shown 
as streamlines. Velocities do not disclose a route towards successful reprogramming (i) and falsely show a transition from successful to dead-end states 
(ii). c, CellRank-computed macrostates, colored by cluster from a that they mostly overlap with. d, Distribution over reprogramming day (left) and cluster 
(right), colored by the same labels as in a. Macrostates 1 and 3 contain only late-stage cells (days 21 and 28) from clusters 1 and 3, respectively, thus 
representing the successful and dead-end states. e, CellRank’s fate probabilities towards the successful macrostate 1 (top) and ground truth labels from 
CellTagging49 lineage tracing (bottom). For 3,049 cells across all days in the time course, these labels show the likely reprogramming outcome49. f, AUC 
of CellRank fate probabilities at days 12, 15 and 21, based on classifiers trained to predict reprogramming outcome using CellTag labels (e) as ground truth 
(Methods).
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phenotypic manifold via the KNN graph, incorporates cell–cell 
similarly and models long-range trends.

To discover more delta genes, we correlated gene expression 
values in the Fev+ cluster against CellRank delta fate probabili-
ties (Methods). Smoothed gene expression trends for the 50 genes 
with highest correlation showed a cascade of gene activation events  
(Fig. 3d and Supplementary Fig. 11). Among the top 50 genes are 
Hhex and Cd24, as well as Sst, the hormone produced by mature 
delta cells33. Genes with no previously described role in delta cell 
differentiation include Hadh (a target of Foxa2, implicated in  
pancreatic differentiation40), Isl1 (a transcription factor involved  
in pancreatic differentiation41) and Pkhd1 (a target of Hnf1a/b42, 
transcription factors involved in pancreatic differentiation43). Next, 
we focused on a cluster of transiently upregulated genes (Fig. 3e). 
When ranked by their correlation with delta fate, we identified 
Map2k4, Msi1 and Nefl as new candidate regulators. Msi1 is regu-
lated by Rfx4 (ref. 44), which is a paralog of Rfx6 that is structur-
ally related to Rfx3 (ref. 45), both of which are involved in endocrine 
differentiation46,47.

Lineage tracing supports fate probabilities in reprogramming. 
The pancreas example demonstrated how CellRank can be used 
to study differentiation trajectories during normal development. 
Moving to a perturbation scenario, we applied CellRank to a data-
set of 48,515 mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) reprogramming 
towards induced endoderm progenitors48 (iEPs) across six time-
points49 (Methods). Only around 1% of cells are expected to repro-
gram successfully (marked by Apoa1), while the other cells enter a 
‘dead-end’ state (marked by Col1a2)49 (Fig. 4a). This dataset con-
tains CellTagging lineage tracing information that can be used to 
reconstruct clonal relationships across cells, thus providing ground 
truth on the ultimate fate (successful versus dead-end) of early 
cells49. We were interested to see how well CellRank’s fate probabili-
ties recovered ground truth in this challenging setting.

We computed velocities using scVelo15 and projected them on 
the original t-SNE embedding of Biddy et al.49 (Fig. 4b). Projected 
velocities failed to show a path towards the successful state, most 
likely because the reprogramming signal is too weak to be picked 
up in such low dimensions. CellRank’s macrostates, in contrast, 
included both a dead-end and the rare successful state (Fig. 4c,d). 
By computing fate probabilities towards these states and compar-
ing them with lineage-tracing derived labels (Fig. 4e; Methods), we 
found that fate probabilities were highly predictive of reprogram-
ming outcome and that predictive accuracy decreased for earlier 
days in the time course, as expected (Fig. 4f).

CellRank outperforms competing methods. To evaluate the 
impact of including velocity information, we benchmarked 
CellRank with similarity-based methods that provide cell-fate prob-
abilities (Palantir21, STEMNET50 and FateID51) and a velocity-based 
method that computes initial/terminal states (velocyto14) on the 

pancreas data (Supplementary Note 2). Only CellRank correctly 
identified both initial and terminal states (Fig. 5a). Palantir requires 
user-provided initial states and identified only two out of four ter-
minal states, and STEMNET and FateID cannot determine either 
initial or terminal states. Velocyto cannot identify individual initial 
or terminal states, but outputs distributions for initial and terminal 
states which only overlap with beta and Ngn3low EP cells, respec-
tively. Next, we supplied all methods with CellRank’s terminal 
states and tested cell-fate probabilities, finding that only CellRank 
and Palantir correctly identified beta as the dominant fate among 
Ngn3high EP cells (Fig. 5b). Velocyto does not provide fate proba-
bilities. For lineage-specific gene expression, CellRank and Palantir 
correctly predicted trends for key lineage drivers, whereas FateID 
failed to predict (transient) upregulation of Pdx1 and Pax4 along 
the beta lineage33 as well as upregulation of Arx along the alpha lin-
eage33. STEMNET and velocyto do not provide expression trends 
(Fig. 5c and Supplementary Figs. 12–14).

We also benchmarked runtime and memory usage on an 
scRNA-seq dataset of 100,000 cells reprogramming from MEFs to 
iEPs49 (Fig. 5d and Supplementary Note 2). It took CellRank about 
33 s to compute macrostates from this large dataset (Supplementary 
Table 1). For fate probabilities, the (generalized) linear model 
STEMNET was fastest as expected, taking only 1 min, while 
CellRank took about 2 min and Palantir took 1 h 12 min. FateID 
on 90,000 cells took even longer and failed on 100,000 cells due 
to memory constraints, whereas velocyto was the slowest, exceed-
ing our time budget of 10,000 s for cell numbers exceeding 40,000. 
Memory usage results looked similar, with CellRank requiring 
three- and five-times less peak memory than Palantir and FateID, 
respectively, to compute fate probabilities on 100,000 cells (Fig. 5e 
and Supplementary Table 2). Only STEMNET required even less 
memory. Velocyto was most memory-hungry, requiring more 
memory on 40,000 cells than any other method on 100,000 cells. On 
100,000 cells without parallelization, CellRank had a peak memory 
usage of less than 15 GiB, making it possible to run such large cell 
numbers on a laptop (Supplementary Table 3).

Fate probabilities predict a new dedifferentiation trajectory in 
lung regeneration. To demonstrate CellRank’s ability in the con-
text of regeneration, where the typical assumption of unidirectional 
transition to more differentiated states does not hold, we applied 
it to murine lung regeneration in response to acute injury52. The 
scRNA-seq dataset comprised 24,882 lung airway and alveolar 
epithelial cells, sequenced at 13 timepoints spanning days 2–15 
after bleomycin injury (Extended Data Fig. 9a,b) with Drop-seq53, 
a lower resolution single-cell platform. A high degree of plastic-
ity between epithelial cell types has been observed when homeo-
stasis is perturbed and the tissue environment changes, including 
injury-induced reprogramming of differentiated cell types to bona 
fide long-lived stem cells in the lung54 and other organs55. In the 
current airway cell lineage model, multipotent basal cells give  

Fig. 5 | CellRank outperforms other cell-fate inference methods. a–c, Methods were compared on pancreas data. CellRank automatically identified the 
terminal alpha, beta and epsilon states as well as the initial Ngn3low eP state (a). Delta cells were picked up as a macrostate and given the terminal label 
manually. Palantir21 identified terminal beta and delta states. The velocyto14 state distribution is depicted as overlapping with beta (terminal, orange) and 
Ngn3low eP (initial, yellow) cells, respectively (Supplementary Note 2). Only CellRank and Palantir correctly predict beta to be the dominant fate among 
Ngn3high eP cells (b). Velocyto does not compute fate probabilities. Gene expression trends for the beta-regulator Pdx134,70,71 (c). On the x axis is the 
pseudotime used by the corresponding method, on the y axis is gene expression. For FateID51, the x axis is given by the cell indices, which are assigned to 
the beta lineage, sorted by DPT7. We show one smoothed trend per lineage for CellRank and Palantir, and a smoothed trend along just the beta lineage 
for FateID because it does not allow one gene to be visualized simultaneously along several lineages. CellRank and Palantir correctly identify upregulation 
of Pdx1 along the beta lineage. FateID fails to do so while STeMNeT50 and velocyto do not offer options to visualize lineage-specific gene expression 
trends (Supplementary Note 2). d,e, Boxplots comparing methods in terms of computational runtime (d) and peak memory usage (e) on a 100,000 
cell reprogramming dataset49 (Supplementary Note 2). We split the datasets into ten subsets of increasing size and ran each method ten times on each 
subset. Boxes cover 25% to 75% quantiles, line indicates median, whiskers extend to 1.5× the interquartile range, and dots represent outliers; dashed lines 
connect the medians. CellRank’s peak memory usages for initial/terminal states and fate probabilities are very similar and thus the lines overlap.
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rise to club cells, which in turn can give rise to secretory goblet and 
ciliated cells56. It has been shown that upon ablation of basal stem 
cells, luminal secretory cells can dedifferentiate into fully functional 
basal stem cells54. Here, we applied CellRank for unbiased discovery 
of unexpected regeneration trajectories among airway cells.

We computed scVelo velocities, applied CellRank and identi-
fied nine macrostates that were used to compute fate probabilities 
(Fig. 6a,b). Fate probabilities assigned high multilineage potential 
to MHC-II+ club cells, as previously reported52 (Fig. 6c). Focusing 
our analysis on airway cells, we identified three macrostates in  
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Fig. 6 | CellRank predicts a new dedifferentiation trajectory in murine lung regeneration. a, UMAP of 24,882 epithelial cells from 13 timepoints, spanning 
days 2–15 after lung injury by bleomycin treatment in mice colored according to original cluster annotations52. Streamlines show averaged and projected 
scVelo velocities and the box highlights a subset of airway cells. b, CellRank-computed macrostates, showing the 30 most confidently assigned cells for 
each state. Names and colors were assigned to macrostates according to the clusters from a that they overlapped most with. c, Circular projection50,72 
of cells according to fate probabilities towards the macrostates shown in b, colored by cluster annotations from a. Macrostates are arranged on the 
edge of a circle; each cell is placed inside the circle according to its probability of reaching any of the terminal states (Methods). Cells in the center have 
higher multilineage potential, whereas cells closer to one of the corners are committed. Boxes highlight goblet cells likely to reach the basal terminal 
state (i), MHC-II+ club cells with high multilineage potential (ii) and club cells likely to transition to ciliated cells (iii). d, Cells in UMAP colored by 
CellRank-computed fate probabilities towards the basal cell macrostate, showing a route from goblet to basal cells. e, CellRank fate probabilities and 
Palantir pseudotime21 are used to define three stages of the dedifferentiation trajectory (top, Methods). Dedifferentiation stages are characterized by 
expression of Bpifb1 (goblet), Krt5 (early basal) and Trp63 (late basal); stage 1 corresponds to goblet, stage 2 to intermediate and stage 3 to basal cells 
(bottom). f, Immunofluorescence stainings for Bpifb1 (green), Krt5 (red), Trp63 (white) and 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (blue) in mouse lung tissue 
sections 10 days after bleomycin injury. We find cells from the intermediate stage 2 (Bpfib1+/Krt5+/Trp63–) in bleomycin-injured lungs (yellow squares 
and arrow heads). Scale bars, 50 μm; 10 μm for enlarged images. In each panel, dotted-line boxes are magnified at the bottom, and solid-line boxed cells 
are magnified to the right, showing individual and merged channels. Representative images are derived from two independent biological replicates. g, 
Quantification of cell abundances by stage in wild type (PBS), 10 days after bleomycin injury (bleo d10) and 22 days postinjury (bleo d22) mice. Ten 
independent pulmonary airway regions per condition examined over two biologically independent experiments were quantified. Bleo d10 is significantly 
enriched for stage 2 cells (nested one-way analysis of variance with Tukey’s multiple comparison test, P < 10−3).
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ciliated cells, one in basal cells and one in goblet cells. In agreement 
with lineage tracing experiments57, we observed a high probabil-
ity for club cells to give rise to ciliated cells (Fig. 6c). The goblet 
cell macrostate was distinguished from club cells by the expres-
sion of specific mucin genes such as Muc5b and Muc5ac, as well 
as secreted proteins involved in innate immunity, such as Bpifb1 
(Extended Data Fig. 9c). Analysis of fate probabilities towards basal 
and goblet states showed that goblet cells are likely to dedifferen-
tiate towards Krt5+/Trp63+ basal cells (Fig. 6c,d and Extended  
Data Fig. 10).

We computed a diffusion map on basal and goblet cells alone to 
study the trajectory at higher resolution (Supplementary Fig. 15a). 
We confirmed that the fraction of basal cells increases over time 
and that gene-wise velocities support the dedifferentiation hypoth-
esis (Supplementary Fig. 15b,c). Using CellRank and the CGSD, we 
identified early cells in the transition, from which we computed a 
pseudotime using Palantir (Supplementary Fig. 16). We combined 
pseudotime with the probability of transitioning towards the basal 
fate to define stages in the dedifferentiation trajectory in the data 
subset (Fig. 6e), splitting cells with at least 66% probability of reach-
ing the basal state into three equal pseudotime bins. Stage 1 consists 
of goblet cells characterized by high expression of goblet marker 
Bpifb1. Stage 2 comprises an intermediate set of cells that express 
both Bpifb1 and basal marker Krt5. Stage 3 consists of terminal basal 
cells, characterized by basal markers Krt5 and Trp63, and no expres-
sion of Bpifb1 (Fig. 6e).

Our new goblet cell dedifferentiation model predicts that, after 
injury, the frequency of stage 2 cells should increase as these rep-
resent intermediate cells in the dedifferentiation bridge towards 
basal cells. To validate this prediction, we assessed Bpifb1, Krt5 and 
Trp63 expression by immunofluorescence of mouse airway epithe-
lial cells at days 10 and 21 after bleomycin treatment, as well as in 
untreated animals. Cells from stage 1 (goblet) and stage 3 (basal) 
were found in both control and treated mice. However, intermedi-
ate stage 2 cells were found only in 10-day post-treatment mice (Fig. 
6f,g). Furthermore, we also found triple-positive cells, but these 
appeared only after injury (Supplementary Fig. 17). Goblet cell 
hyperplasia—an increase in the number of mucous secreting cells 
in the airways—is a prominent feature in several chronic inflamma-
tory conditions58. The new dedifferentiation trajectory to basal stem 
cells that CellRank analysis predicted is unexpected, suggesting a 
route for generating multipotent stem cells in the resolution phase 
of the regenerative response to injury.

Discussion
We have shown that CellRank combines gene expression similar-
ity with RNA velocity to robustly estimate directed cellular trajec-
tories in development, reprogramming and regeneration across 
experimental platforms (10x and Drop-seq). Applied to pancreatic 
development, CellRank outperformed existing methods by accu-
rately recovering initial and terminal states, fate potentials and gene 
expression trends, efficiently computing terminal states (seconds) 
and fate potentials (few minutes) on 100,000 cells. Similarity-based 
trajectory approaches have been limited mainly to studying biologi-
cal processes in which the starting cell and direction are clear. In 
contrast, CellRank generalizes beyond normal development, suc-
cessfully recovering lineage-derived ground truth during in vitro 
fibroblast reprogramming and predicting a new goblet-to-basal 
cell dedifferentiation trajectory upon lung injury. We validated the 
existence of a new intermediate state between goblet and basal cells 
experimentally, although the direction of the proposed trajectory 
still needs to be confirmed with lineage tracing.

CellRank includes a number of innovations, including uncer-
tainty propagation and high-dimensional vector field analysis. Other 
approaches attempting vector field analysis have either ignored 
the stochastic nature of fate decisions and velocity uncertainty59,  

or do not focus on trajectory reconstruction60. The original velo-
cyto14 model proposed to find initial and terminal states by simu-
lating a Markov process forwards or backwards in time; however, 
that implementation relied on a 2D t-SNE embedding that does not 
adhere to the phenotypic manifold or enable separation into indi-
vidual initial and terminal states.

RNA velocity vectors are noisy estimates of the current state of 
gene regulation. CellRank takes care of uncertain velocity vectors 
by propagating their distribution in a manner that scales with local 
noise level and increases robustness. A current limitation is that we 
need to compute moments over velocity vectors in the local neigh-
borhood to approximate their distribution. In future, we predict an 
end-to-end framework that propagates uncertainty from raw counts 
to end-state assignments and fate probabilities. We note that if the 
velocity vectors are systematically biased (for example, due to driver 
genes with insufficient unspliced reads to estimate their kinetics), 
then computed fate probabilities will reflect these biases, despite 
uncertainty propagation.

In contrast to previous Markov chain-based methods7, our 
approach is based on a directed nonsymmetric transition matrix. 
Eigenvectors of nonsymmetric transition matrices are generally 
complex and do not permit a physical interpretation, implying that 
it would not be possible to apply the eigendecomposition to learn 
about aggregate dynamics. This could be addressed using compu-
tationally expensive simulation-based approaches, but CellRank 
takes a more principled approach based on the real Schur decom-
position—a generalization of the eigendecomposition to nondiago-
nalizable matrices.

In the pancreas data, CellRank identified alpha, beta and epsilon 
states automatically, but the delta macrostate required us to manu-
ally assign terminal status, likely because delta cells are rare in this 
dataset and their regulation is not detected correctly by velocities. 
To overcome the deficiencies of splicing data, it may be possible to 
extend the CellRank model to epigenetic information such as chro-
matin accessibility, leveraging the directional information coded by 
the typical delay between epigenetic and transcriptional changes61,62. 
Such information could be included by introducing limited mem-
ory to the Markov chain.

For delta cell development, we showed how gene expression can 
be correlated with fate probabilities to identify putative driver genes. 
Alternatively, drivers could be identified through statistical tests on 
the parameters of the generalized additive models (GAMS) used 
for fitting lineage-specific gene expression trends. Existing models 
could benefit from CellRank fate probabilities for assigning cells 
to lineages63. Further studies are needed to validate our new pro-
posed markers for delta cell differentiation. We anticipate applying 
this framework to demonstrate its use on cycling cells and cancer 
contexts.

CellRank could also be extended by using temporal information, 
such as timepoints in the lung dataset52, to regularize the model, 
by only allowing transitions consistent with experimental time64. 
Further, lineage tracing information could regularize the model to 
obey clonal dynamics65. CellRank could also be easily applied to data 
from metabolic labeling4–6. As a general framework for interpreting 
high-dimensional vector fields, we anticipate that CellRank will be 
useful to describe complex trajectories in regeneration, reprogram-
ming and cancer, where determining the direction of the process is 
often challenging.
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Methods
The CellRank algorithm. The aim of the CellRank algorithm is to detect the 
initial, intermediate and terminal states of a system, and to define a global fate map 
that assigns, for each cell, the probability of reaching each terminal state. CellRank 
can compute gene expression trends along trajectories in the inferred fate map and 
visualize these in several ways.

Inputs to CellRank are a cell (N) by gene (G) count matrix X∈RN×G, and velocity 
matrix V∈RN×G that defines a vector field representing RNA velocities14,15. Note 
that CellRank can use any vector field; for example, V could represent directed 
information given by metabolic labeling4–6,73. CellRank comprises three main steps:

 (1) Compute transition probabilities—the likelihood that a cell will transition 
from one state, defined by its gene expression profile, to another—by  
integrating two sources of evidence: transcriptomic similarity between the 
source and target cells and an extrapolation of a cell’s current expression 
profile into the near future using RNA velocity. We aggregate these  
probabilities in the transition matrix P and use it to model cell state transi-
tions as a Markov chain.

 (2) Coarse-grain the Markov chain into a set of initial, terminal and intermediate 
macrostates, and assign each cell to each macrostate via membership matrix 
χ. The assignment is soft, meaning that each macrostate is assigned with a 
certain confidence. We compute transition probabilities among macrostates 
in the matrix Pc, allowing us to classify macrostates as initial, terminal or 
intermediate.

 (3) Compute fate probabilities towards a subset of the macrostates (typically 
terminal states, but possibly also intermediate states, depending on the bio-
logical question). We compute how likely each cell is to transition into each of 
the selected macrostates and return these probabilities in a fate matrix F.

CellRank extracts the essence of cellular state transitions. CellRank decomposes 
a biological system into a set of dynamical macrostates, associated with regions 
in the phenotypic manifold, which cells are unlikely to leave once they have 
entered. We compute how likely each cell is to belong to each macrostate and 
accumulate these soft assignments in a membership matrix χ ∈ RN×ns where ns 
is the number of macrostates. Further, we compute a coarse-grained transition 
matrix Pc ∈ Rns×ns, which specifies transition probabilities among macrostates and 
reduces the biological system to its essence: dynamical macrostates of observed 
cell state transitions and their relationship to one another. We classify macrostates 
as initial, bearing very small incoming, but large outgoing, transition probability; 
terminal, with large incoming, very little outgoing and large self-transition 
probability; and intermediate, with both incoming and outgoing probabilities.

CellRank computes probabilistic fate potentials. Next, CellRank efficiently 
computes the probabilities that each cell will transition to each of the nt terminal 
states, and returns a fate matrix F ∈ RN×nt. Matrix F extends the short-range fate 
relationships given by RNA velocity to the global scale: from initial to terminal 
states along the phenotypic manifold. We account for high noise levels in the 
velocity vectors via a stochastic Markov chain formulation, by restricting predicted 
transitions to align with the phenotypic manifold and by propagating velocity 
uncertainty into the Markov chain.

CellRank uncovers gene expression trends towards specific terminal 
populations. The outputs of the CellRank algorithm are:
•	 Membership matrix χ ∈ RN×ns. Row i in χ softly assigns cell i to the set of ns 

macrostates.
•	 Coarse-grained transition matrix Pc ∈ Rns×ns.
•	 Fate matrix F ∈ RN×nt. Row i in F specifies how likely cell i is to transition 

towards any terminal state.
We use the fate matrix F to model gradual lineage commitment, which 

can be visualized jointly for all terminal states in CellRank by using circular 
projections. Fate biases can be aggregated to the cluster level and visualized as pie 
charts on a new directed version of PAGA graphs8. Further, we use F to fit gene 
expression trends towards the identified terminal states. Trends can be clustered to 
discover the main regulatory dynamics towards different terminal states. For the 
identification of putative regulators towards specific terminal states, we correlate 
gene expression values with fate probabilities.

Modeling approach. CellRank models cell state transitions but, unlike other 
velocity-based methods, it follows the success of pseudotime methods by 
restricting state changes to those consistent with the global structure of 
the phenotypic manifold (that is, a KNN graph based on gene expression 
similarity). Our approach biases the likely future state of an observed cell by 
combining transcriptional similarity with RNA velocity to direct edges in the 
graph, and assigns a probability to each cell state transition. When computing 
these probabilities, we take into account uncertainty in the velocity vectors. 
By aggregating individual, stochastic transitions in the global structure of the 
phenotypic manifold, we uncover the fate bias for individual cells. CellRank 
assumes that:

•	 State transitions are gradual; each state in the progression is, in general, tran-
scriptomically similar to the previous state. Cells traverse a low-dimensional 
phenotypic manifold from initial to terminal states via a set of intermediate 
states.

•	 The set of sampled cellular profiles spans the entire state-change trajectory; 
that is, intermediate states have been covered and the trajectory has no ‘gaps’.

•	 While a cell’s history may be stored epigenetically, we model average cellular 
dynamics where state transitions occur without memory.

•	 RNA velocity approximates the first derivative of gene expression. This need 
not hold precisely for every gene in each cell as we treat state transitions as a 
stochastic process, enforce alignment with the manifold and propagate uncer-
tainty, but it should hold for enough cells to enable estimation of the overall 
directional flow. In particular, this should hold for the main driver genes of 
the biological process. We urge users to assess this for their particular system 
by using scVelo’s dynamical model of splicing kinetics to check whether the 
top likelihood genes contain biological drivers, and whether their fits have 
converged. For example, insufficiently resolved splicing kinetics prevent the 
model from correctly resolving a small state of pancreatic terminal Delta cells 
(Extended Data Fig. 7).

Based on these assumptions, we model cellular state transitions using a Markov 
chain: a stochastic process X = (Xt)t∈T that models the evolution of the distribution 
of a random variable Xt over a state space Ω where the future distribution 
depends only on the current distribution and not on the past distribution, that is, 
Pr (Xtn+1 = x|Xt1 = x1, Xt2 = x2, …, Xtn = xn) = Pr (Xtn+1 = x|Xtn = xn). The 
Markov chain traverses a discrete and finite state space Ω, where each state in the 
chain is given by an observed cellular transcriptional profile. To define the Markov 
chain, we need to compute a transition matrix P∈RN×N, which describes how likely 
one cell is to transition into another. We construct P using a KNN graph based on 
transcriptional similarity between cells and a given vector field. While CellRank 
generalizes to any given vector field, we demonstrate it using RNA velocities, based 
on unspliced-to-spliced read ratios, computed with scVelo15.

Defining initial, intermediate and terminal states in biological terms. We define 
an initial (terminal) state as an ensemble of measured gene expression profiles 
which, when taken together, characterize the start (end) point of one particular 
sampled biological process. We define an intermediate state as an ensemble of gene 
expression profiles that characterize a point between initial and terminal states on 
the cell state transition trajectory.

Translating initial, intermediate and terminal states into mathematical terms. 
The macrostates defined above can be derived mathematically although the 
membership matrix χ and the coarse-grained transition matrix Pc. Our assignment 
of cells to macrostates maximizes ‘crispness’74—limited overlap between macrostates 
and large self-transition probabilities—as we show below. This procedure recovers 
the kinetics of the Markov chain over long timescales, that is, macrostates and their 
transitions reflect the limiting behavior of the Markov chain. We identify initial 
states as those macrostates with little incoming, but large outgoing, transition 
probability in Pc. Intermediate states have both incoming and outgoing transition 
probability, and terminal states have large incoming, but little outgoing, and large 
self-transition probability. Macrostates are metastable—they define regions of 
phenotypic space that cells are unlikely to leave once they have entered. Terminal 
states are typically highly metastable, whereas intermediate states are typically 
only weakly metastable. Initial states can constitute weakly metastable states, if the 
probability of leaving is small, potentially because of heavily cycling populations.

Reversing the Markov chain to recover initial states. If cells begin traversing 
their trajectory rapidly, initial states may not be stable enough to be identified as 
macrostates by coarse-graining the Markov chain. In these cases, we reverse the 
Markov chain, that is, we flip the arrows in the velocity vector field V. The initial 
state now constitutes a terminal (that is, metastable) state of the reversed dynamics 
and may be recovered by coarse-graining and interpreting the reversed Markov 
chain.

Defining fate probabilities towards macrostates. Biologically, we define the 
probability that cell i will reach macrostate (fate) j∈{1,...,ns} as the probability that 
cell i executes a series of gene expression program changes to match the phenotype 
of cells in macrostate j. In the context of fate probabilities, we are typically 
interested in terminal or intermediate macrostates. Mathematically, we translate 
this to the probability of a random walk on the Markov chain initialized in cell i 
to reach any cell belonging to macrostate j before reaching any cell belonging to 
another macrostate. CellRank efficiently computes these probabilities in closed 
form using absorption probabilities.

Computing the transition matrix. We model each observed cell by one microstate 
in the Markov chain. To compute transition probabilities among cells, we make 
use of transcriptomic similarity to define the global topology of the phenotypic 
manifold and of RNA velocity to direct local movement on the manifold. To model 
the global topology of the phenotypic manifold, the first step of the CellRank 
algorithm is to compute a KNN graph.
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Computing a KNN graph to align local transitions with global topology. 
We compute a KNN graph to constrain the set of possible transitions to those 
consistent with the global topology of the phenotypic manifold; each cell can only 
transition into a nearest neighbor. While CellRank can generalize to any similarity 
kernel, we compute the KNN graph here as follows:
•	 Project the data onto the first L PCs to obtain a matrix XPC∈RN×L, where rows 

correspond to cells and columns correspond to PC features.
•	 For each cell i, compute Euclidean distances to its K nearest neighbors in XPC. 

Accumulate distances in a matrix D∈RN×N.
•	 The KNN relationship will lead to a directed graph because it is not a sym-

metric relationship. Symmetrize the KNN relations encoded by D, such that 
cells i and j are nearest neighbors if either i is a nearest neighbors of j, or j is a 
nearest neighbors of i. This will yield an undirected symmetric version Dsym of 
D, where each cell has at least K nearest neighbors.

•	 Compute a symmetric adjacency matrix A based on Dsym containing similarity 
estimates between neighboring cells according to the manifold structure. To 
approximate cell similarities, we use the method implemented in the UMAP 
algorithm, which adapts the singular set and geometric realization functors 
from algebraic topology to work in the context of metric spaces and fuzzy 
simplicial sets28,75.

We choose K = 30 nearest neighbors by default, but CellRank is robust to 
the choice of K (Supplementary Fig. 6b). The default similarity metric is that of 
SCANPY76, although similarity may be computed using a Gaussian kernel with 
density-scaled kernel width as introduced by Coifman et al.77 and adapted to 
single-cell context by Haghverdi et al.7. The number of PCs is L = 30 by default, 
but can be adjusted based on knee-point heuristics or the percentage of variance 
explained. CellRank is robust to the exact choice of L (Supplementary Fig. 6e).

Directing the KNN graph based on RNA velocity. Next, we direct the edges of 
the KNN graph using RNA velocity information, giving higher probability to those 
neighbors whose direction best aligns with the direction of the velocity vector. 
Specifically, for cell i with gene expression profile xi∈RG and velocity vector vi∈RG, 
consider its neighbors j∈{1,2,...,Ki} with gene expression profiles {x1,x2,...,xKi}. Note 
that the graph construction outlined above leads to a symmetric KNN graph, 
where Ki is not constant across all cells, but Ki≥K∀i∈{1,...,N}. For each neighboring 
cell k, compute the corresponding state-change vector with cell i, sik = xk−xi∈RG. 
Next, we compute Pearson correlations ci ∈ RKi of vi with all state-change vectors 
{sik}. Intuitively, ci contains the cosines of the angles that the mean-centered vi 
forms with the mean-centered state-change vectors {sik}. A value of one means 
perfect correlation between the gene expression changes predicted by the local 
velocity vector and the actual change observed when going from the reference 
cell to any of its nearest neighbors. Pearson correlations have been computed 
in similar ways by scVelo15 and velocyto14 to project the velocity vectors into a 
given embedding. In the following, we show how these ideas can be formalized 
and extended to account for uncertainty in the velocity vector. CellRank’s 
final transition matrix differs fundamentally from velocyto’s, with important 
implications for identifying rare populations and local dynamics.

Transforming correlations into transition probabilities. To use the vector ci as 
a set of transition probabilities to neighboring cells, we need to make sure it is 
positive and sums to one. For cell i, define a set of transition probabilities  
pi ∈ RKi via

pik =
eσcik

∑
l eσcil

,

where σ > 0 is a scalar constant that controls how centered the categorical 
distribution will be around the most likely value, that is around the state-change 
transition with maximum correlation (below). We repeat this for all (i, k) which are 
nearest neighbors to compute the transition matrix Pv∈RN×N. This scales linearly in 
the number of cells (N), nearest neighbors (K) and genes (G), as the KNN graph is 
sparse.

Automatically determine σ. Reasoning that σ should depend on typical Pearson 
correlation between velocity vectors and state-change vectors observed in the 
dataset, we use the heuristic:

σ =
1

median({|cik|∀(i, k)})
.

Thus, if the median absolute Pearson correlation observed in the data is large 
(small), we use a small (large) value for σ. The intuition behind this is to slightly 
upscale all correlations for sparsely sampled datasets, where velocity vectors point 
only roughly in the direction of neighboring cells. Values for σ computed this way 
range from 1.5 for the lung example52 to 3.8 for the pancreas example24.

Coping with uncertainty in the velocity vectors. scRNA-seq data is a noisy 
measurement of the gene expression state of individual cells. RNA velocity is 
derived from these measurements and is itself therefore very noisy. In particular, 

the unspliced reads required to estimate velocities are very sparse, and their 
abundance varies by the amount of relevant intronic sequence per gene. Besides 
this inherent noise, preprocessing decisions in the alignment of spliced and 
unspliced reads impact the final velocity estimate78. Further uncertainty in the 
velocity estimate arises because modeling assumptions may not always be satisfied:
•	 The velocyto14 model assumes that the data captures the steady state of each 

gene. The scVelo15 model circumvents this assumption by dynamic modeling, 
extending RNA velocity to transient cell populations; however, only a few 
transitional cells are available to estimate these dynamics.

•	 Both models assume that the key driver genes for a given transition are 
intron-rich and may therefore be used to estimate splicing ratios. This assump-
tion has been shown to hold in many neurological settings, but remains 
unclear in systems such as hematopoiesis. In our pancreas analysis, Cd24a 
is an example of a gene that is expressed in most cells (62%), but only has 
unspliced counts in three cells (Extended Data Fig. 7b). This gene is important 
for delta cell development, yet it has too few unspliced counts to robustly 
compute RNA velocity.

•	 Both models assume that a single set of per-gene kinetic parameters α (tran-
scription rate), β (splicing rate) and γ (degradation rate) may be used across 
all cells, but this assumption is often violated because of alternative splicing or 
cell-type-specific regulation79–82.

•	 Both models assume no batch effects in the data. To the best of our knowledge, 
there are currently no tools to correct for batch effects in velocity estimates.

•	 Both models assume that cell state transitions captured in the data are compat-
ible with the time scale of splicing kinetics. However, this is often not known 
a priori and may explain the limited success of RNA velocity in studying 
hematopoiesis so far.

To cope with the substantial uncertainty present in RNA velocity, we adapt four 
strategies:
•	 We restrict the set of possible transitions to those consistent with the global 

topology of the phenotypic manifold as described by the KNN graph.
•	 We use a stochastic formulation based on Markov chains to describe cell state 

transitions. For cell i with velocity vector vi, we allow transitions to each near-
est neighbor j with transition probability pij. This means that we even allow 
backward transitions, against the flow prescribed by the velocity vector field, 
with small probability. This reflects our uncertainty in vi.

•	 We combine RNA velocity information with transcriptomic similarity.
•	 We propagate uncertainty in vi into the downstream computations.

Emphasizing transcriptomic similarity. Thus far, we have combined RNA velocity 
with transcriptomic similarity by computing a similarity-based KNN graph to 
restrict the set of possible transitions. To further take advantage of the information 
captured by the KNN graph and to increase robustness of the algorithm to noisy 
velocity vectors, we combine the velocity-based transition matrix Pv with a 
similarity-based transition matrix Ps via

P = (1 − λ)Pv + λPs for λ ∈ [0, 1].

The matrix Ps is computed by row-normalizing the adjacency matrix A, which 
we introduced above in the context of the KNN graph. The parameter λ defines 
how much weight is given to the connectivity-based (that is, transcriptomic 
similarity-based) transition probabilities. In practical applications, we have found 
that using values around λ = 0.2 increase robustness with respect to noisy velocity 
estimates. The matrix P is the final transition matrix estimated by the CellRank 
algorithm.

Coarse-graining the Markov chain. Each cell in the transition matrix P constitutes 
a microstate of the Markov chain, but it is difficult to interpret the cellular 
trajectory directly from P because it is a fine-grained, noisy representation of cell 
state transitions. We seek to reduce P to its essence: macrostates, representing 
key biological states, and the probabilities of transitioning between them. We 
accomplish this using pyGPCCA, which uses the GPCCA19,20,83—a method 
developed to study conformational dynamics in proteins. We adapt it to the 
single-cell setting and use it to project P onto a much smaller coarse-grained 
transition matrix Pc that describes transitions among macrostates. A macrostate is 
associated with a subset M of the state space M⊂Ω. The macrostates are defined 
through a so-called membership matrix χ. Rows of χ contain the soft assignment of 
each cell to the set of macrostates.

Generalized Perron Cluster Cluster Analysis. For the projected or embedded 
dynamics to be Markovian, we require the projection of P onto Pc to be based on an 
invariant subspace of P, that is, a subspace W for which

P⊤x ∈ W ∀x ∈ W.

In the case of reversible P, invariant subspaces are spanned by the eigenvectors 
of P74. In our case, however, P is nonreversible and the eigenvectors will, in general, 
be complex. Since the GPCCA method cannot cope with complex vectors, we 
rely on real invariant subspaces of the matrix P for the projection. Such subspaces 
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are spanned by the real Schur vectors of P19,20,84 that are provided by a real Schur 
decomposition

P = QRQ⊤.

The columns of the matrix Q∈RN×N are the Schur vectors and the Schur form 
R∈RN×N is quasi-upper triangular85. R has 1 × 1 or 2 × 2 blocks on the diagonal, 
where the former are given by the real eigenvalues and the latter are associated with 
pairs of complex conjugate eigenvalues.

Invariant subspaces of the transition matrix. Columns of Q corresponding to real 
eigenvalues span real invariant subspaces. Columns of Q corresponding to pairs of 
complex conjugate eigenvalues span real invariant subspaces when kept together, 
but not if they are separated. Particularly, for columns qj and qk of Q belonging to 
a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues, the space W0 = span(qj, qk) is invariant 
under P, but the individual qj and qk are not86. Depending on the constructed 
subspace, different dynamical properties of P will be projected onto Pc. Choosing 
Schur vectors belonging to real eigenvalues close to 1, metastabilities are recovered, 
while for Schur vectors with complex eigenvalues close to the unit circle, cyclic 
dynamics are recovered19,20. Both options are available in CellRank, defaulting to 
the recovery of metastabilities.

Projecting the transition matrix. Let Q̃ ∈ RN×ns be the matrix formed by 
selecting ns columns from Q according to some criterion (metastability or 
cyclicity). Let χ ∈ RN×ns be a matrix obtained via linear combinations of the 
columns in Q̃, that is

χ = Q̃A, (1)

for an invertible rotation matrix A ∈ Rns×ns. Rows of χ define membership to 
macrostates; we describe χ and A in more detail below. We obtain the projected 
transition matrix via an invariant subspace projection19,20,

Pc =
(

χ
⊤Dχ

)
−1 (

χ
⊤DPχ

)
,

where D is the diagonal matrix of a weighted scalar product. The Schur vectors 
in Q̃ must be orthogonal with respect to this weighted scalar product, that is 
Q̃⊤DQ̃ = I  with the ns-dimensional unit matrix I, to yield the required invariant 
subspace projection. The diagonal elements of D are in principle arbitrary, but 
a convenient choice would be the uniform distribution or some distribution 
of the cellular states of interest, for example, the stationary distribution, if it 
exists. Choosing the uniform distribution, as is the default in CellRank, would 
result in an indiscriminate handling (without imposing any presumptions about 
their distribution) of the cellular states. Note that the matrix inversion above is 
performed on a very small matrix of size ns×ns.

Properties of the invariant subspace projection. Coarse-grained transition 
probabilities among macrostates are defined via an invariant subspace projection of 
P onto the set of macrostates. More precisely, P is projected onto a low-dimensional 
invariant subspace defined by the membership vectors χ, which are linear 
transformations of the Schur vectors. By applying an invariant subspace projection, 
the projection error vanishes and the coarse-graining operation commutes with 
the propagation operation20,87. In other words, given an initial density over cell 
states, the following yield the same result: (1) propagating the cell density using 
the original matrix P and then projecting the propagated density onto the set of 
macrostates, or (2) projecting the initial cell density onto the set of macrostates 
and propagating it using Pc. It follows that the projected, coarse-grained Markov 
chain preserves the slow timescales of the process, that is the transitions between 
metastable subsets of the phenotypic manifold20.

Computing membership vectors. In principle, we could use any invertible 
rotation matrix A above. However, we would like to interpret the columns of χ as 
membership vectors that define assignment weights for all cells. For this reason, 
we seek a matrix that minimizes the overlap between membership vectors in χ, 
that is, a rotation matrix A that minimizes off-diagonal entries in χ⊤Dχ . This is 
equivalent to maximizing

trace(S) = trace
(
D̃−1

χ
⊤Dχ

)
.

The matrix D̃−1 chosen to row-normalized can be expressed as

D̃−1
= diag

(
1

∑
j(χTDχ)1j

, ..., 1
∑

j(χTDχ)ns j

)

Choosing Schur vectors with real eigenvalues close to one, thus recovering 
metastability, maximizing trace(S) can be interpreted as maximizing the 
metastability of the macrostates in the system. In practice, we minimize

fns (A) = ns − trace (S) , (2)

as our objective function where S is a function of A (above). This objective function 
is bounded below by zero and convex on the feasible set defined through linear 
constraints74. We must minimize fns with respect to the constraints

χij ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ {1, ..., N} ∀j ∈ {1, ..., ns} (positivity),

∑

j
χij = 1 ∀i ∈ {1, ..., N} (partition of unity).

We can re-express these conditions, using equation (1) and a result from 
Weber88 such that they can be written in terms of the invertible rotation matrix A 
and the matrix of selected Schur vectors Q̃,

A(1, j) = − min
l=1,...,N

ns∑

i=2
Q̃(l, i)A(i, j) ∀j ∈ {1, ..., nc} (positivity),

A(i, 1) = δi,1 −

ns∑

j=2
A(i, j) ∀i ∈ {1, ..., nc} (partition of unity).

Optimizing equation (2) subject to these constraints is no trivial task. Among 
the several possibilities to solve the optimization problem, a convenient choice is 
to perform unconstrained optimization on A2:ns ,2:ns using a trick: to impose the 
constraints after each iteration step, thus transforming the unfeasible solution into 
a feasible solution74. However, this approach is nondifferentiable. Therefore, in 
CellRank, we use the derivative-free Nelder-Mead method as implemented in the 
Scipy routine scipy.optimize.fmin89 for the optimization.

Positivity of the projected transition matrix. Note that Pc may have negative 
elements if macrostates share a large overlap. In practice, this is caused by a 
suboptimal number of macrostates ns and can be resolved by changing that 
number. We may interpret Pc as the transition matrix of a Markov chain between 
the set of macrostates if it is non-negative within numerical precision20.

Tuning the number of macrostates. The number of macrostates ns can be chosen 
in a number of ways, all available through CellRank:
•	 Using the eigengap heuristic for the real part of the eigenvalues close to one.
•	 Define the crispness ξ of the solution as the value of trace(D̃−1 χ⊤Dχ)/ns, see 

Röblitz and Weber74. The larger this value, the smaller the overlap between the 
macrostates, and, in turn, the sharper or ‘crisper’ the recovered macrostates. 
Crispness can be computed for different numbers of macrostates ns and the 
number ns with the largest value of ξ should be selected.

•	 To avoid having to solve the full problem for too many values of ns, do a prese-
lection using the minChi criterion74: based on an initial guess for A, compute a 
membership matrix χ and calculate minChi = mini,j(χij). In general, this value 
will be negative because the starting guess is infeasible. The closer to zero the 
value of minChi, the more we can expect ns to yield a crisp decomposition of 
the dynamics.

•	 Combining the minChi criterion and the crispness to avoid solving the full 
problem for many ns, but still select the ns with the crispest decomposition. 
This is done by first selecting an interval of potentially good numbers of mac-
rostates ns via the minChi criterion and afterwards using the crispness to select 
the best ns from the preselected macrostate numbers.

Scalable Python implementation of GPCCA. Following the original MATLAB 
implementation90, we wrote up GPCCA as a general algorithm in Python and 
created a package for it: pyGPCCA91. pyGPCCA comes with a comprehensive 
documentation and testing suite to make sure it is easily maintainable and 
extendable. While pyGPCCA serves as the backbone for CellRank, we anticipate 
it to be used outside the single-cell community as well, for example in the study 
of protein conformational dynamics. A naive implementation of the Schur 
decomposition would scale cubical in cell number. We alleviate this problem by 
using SLEPc to compute a sorted partial real Schur decomposition using an iterative, 
Krylov-subspace-based algorithm that optimally exploits the sparsity structure of 
the transition matrix92,93. Overall, this reduces the computational complexity of our 
algorithm to be roughly linear in cell number (Fig. 5d and Supplementary Table 1). 
This allows CellRank to scale well to very large cell numbers.

Determine terminal states. To automatically identify terminal states, we look for 
the most stable macrostates in the coarse-grained transition matrix Pc. Define the 
SI of a macrostate m∈{1,...,ns} through its corresponding diagonal value in Pc, that 
is, through its self-transition probability Pcmm. The intuition behind this is that cells 
in terminal populations should have very little probability to transition to cells in 
other populations and should distribute most (if not all) of their probability mass 
to cells from the same terminal population. To identify the number of terminal 
states, we set a threshold on SI; that is, we classify all states as terminal for which 
SI ≥ ϵSI with ϵSI = 0.96 by default.
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Determine initial states. To automatically identify initial states, we introduce the 
CGSD πp ∈ Rns given by

πp = χ
⊤

π

where π ∈ RN
+ is the stationary distribution of the original transition matrix P. The 

stationary distribution satisfies

π
⊤P = π

⊤and
∑

i
πi = 1.

In other words, the stationary distribution π is an invariant measure of P and 
can be computed by normalizing the top left eigenvector of P (corresponding to 
eigenvalue 1). Under certain conditions (ergodicity94) imposed on the Markov 
chain, the stationary distribution is the distribution that the process converges to 
if it evolves for long enough, that is, it describes the long-term evolution of the 
Markov chain. In the same vein, the CGSD πc describes the long-term evolution 
of the Markov chain given by Pc. The CGSD πc assigns large (small) values to 
macrostates that the process spends a large (little) amount of time in, if it is run 
infinitely long. As such, we may identify initial states by looking for macrostates 
that are assigned the smallest values in πc. The intuition behind this is that initial 
states should be states that the process is unlikely to visit again once it has left 
them. The number of initial states is a parameter with a default of one, which can 
be set to detect several initial states.

Determine intermediate state. Remaining macrostates, which have been classified 
as neither terminal nor initial, are classified as intermediate. Intermediate states 
in developmental processes usually have a consistent signal of moving onto more 
mature states, even if there is some pausing, and are therefore placed correctly 
on the phenotypic manifold by the KNN graph. If this movement signal is in P, 
it will also be present in Pc. As long as RNA velocity vectors roughly capture the 
direction of differentiation for intermediate states, CellRank will correctly tell apart 
intermediate from terminal states by restricting the velocity vectors to be consistent 
with the local manifold structure.

Handling reducible Markov chains. A Markov chain is irreducible if it is 
possible to get from any state to any other state in a finite number of transitions 
(it is reducible if not). Our transition matrix construction ensures that, as long 
as the underlying KNN graph is connected, the resulting Markov chain will 
be irreducible. That is because we allow for transitions against the direction of 
the local RNA velocity vector, with small probability. If the KNN graph is not 
connected, then the resulting Markov chain will be reducible; for example, there 
is an outlier cell type that does not participate in the main dynamics of the data. 
Reducible Markov chains pose no problem to GPCCA. In the example, the outlier 
cell type will be assigned its own macrostate with no transition probability to other 
macrostates in Pc. Likewise, there will be no incoming transition probability to 
the outlier macrostate, thus making it easy for the user to identify this in Pc as a 
macrostate that does not participate in the overall dynamics. To compute the initial 
states among the remaining macrostates, it is best to exclude the outlier macrostate. 
Upon exclusion, the remaining coarse-grained Markov chain will be irreducible 
again, hence a unique stationary distribution exists that can be used to identify the 
initial states, as described above.

Computing fate probabilities. Given the soft assignment of cells to macrostates by 
χ and the identification of terminal states through Pc, we compute how likely each 
cell is to transition towards these terminal states. Let nt be the number of terminal 
states. For the sake of clarity, we only describe fate probabilities towards terminal 
states; however, the computations below apply just as well to intermediate states, 
if that is the biological question. For each terminal macrostate t for t∈{1,...,nt}, we 
choose f cells that are strongly assigned to t according to χ. That is, for terminal 
macrostate t, we extract the corresponding column from χ and we calculate the 
terminal index set Rt of cells that have the largest values in this column of χ. If cell 
i is part of the terminal index set Rt, we assume cell i is among the f most eligible 
cells to characterize the terminal macrostate t in terms of gene expression. We 
store the indices of the remaining cells in the transient index set T. The index 
sets {Rt|t∈{1,...,nt}} and T form a disjoint partition of the state space, which 
means they do not overlap and they cover the entire state space. For each cell i 
in T, we would like to compute a vector of probabilities fi ∈ Rnt which specifies 
how likely this cell is to transition into any of the terminal states characterized 
through {Rt}. To interpret fi as a categorical distribution over cell fate, we require 
fi,t≥0∀i∈T∀t∈{1,...,nt} and ∑

t
fit = 1∀i ∈ T . We accumulate the fi column-wise in 

the fate matrix F ∈ RN×nt.

Absorption probabilities disclose cell fates. We could approximate the fi based 
on sampling: initialize a random walk on the Markov chain in cell i; walk until 
any cell from a terminal set Rt is reached; record t and repeat this many times; 
and finally, count how often random walks initialized in cell i terminated in any 
of the terminal index sets Rt. In the limit of repeating this infinitely many times, 
the normalized frequencies over reaching either terminal set will be equal to the 
desired fate probabilities for cell i, under reasonable assumptions on the Markov 

chain (irreducibility). Luckily, this does not require a sampling-based approach, as 
we can leverage a closed-form solution: absorption probabilities.

Computing absorption probabilities. Key to the concept of absorption 
probabilities are recurrent and transient classes, which we will define here for the 
present case of a finite and discrete state space. Let i∈Ω and j∈Ω be two states of 
the Markov chain. In our case, i and j are cells. We say that i is accessible from j, if 
and only if, there exists a path from j to i according to the transition matrix P. A 
path is a sequence of transitions which has nonzero transition probability. Further, 
i and j communicate if, and only if, i is accessible from j and j is also accessible 
from i. Communication defines an equivalence relation on the state space Ω, that 
is, it is a reflexive, symmetric and transitive relation between two states94. It follows 
that the state space Ω can be partitioned into its communication classes {C1,...,Ck}. 
The communication classes are mutually disjoint nonempty and their union is 
Ω. In other words: any two states from the same class communicate, states from 
different classes never communicate. We call a communication class Cj closed if the 
submatrix of P restricted to Cj has all rows sum to one. Intuitively, if Cj is closed, 
then a random walk which enters Cj never leaves it again. Closed communication 
classes are also called recurrent classes. If a communication class is not recurrent, 
we call it transient. In Theorem 1, we reproduce the statement of Thm. 28 in 
Tolver94 to compute absorption probabilities towards states that belong to recurrent 
classes on the Markov chain.
Theorem 1—absorption probabilities. Consider a MC with transition matrix 
P∈RN×N. We may rewrite P as

[
P̃ 0

S Q

]

,

where P̃ and Q are restrictions of P to recurrent and transient states, respectively, 
and S is the restriction of P to transitions from transient to recurrent states. The 
upper right 0 is due to the fact that there are no transitions back from recurrent to 
transient states. Define the matrix M = (I − Q)−1.Then, the ijth entry of M describes 
the expected number of visits of the process to state j before absorption, conditional 
on the process being initialized in state i. M is often referred to as the fundamental 
matrix of the MC. Further, the matrix A = (I − Q)−1S contains, in the ijth entry, the 
probability of j being the first recurrent state reached by the MC, given that it was 
started in i.

For a proof, see Thm. 28 in Tolver94. To compute fate probabilities towards the 
terminal index sets Rt defined above, we approximate these as recurrent classes; 
that is, we remove any outgoing edges from these sets. We then apply Theorem 
1, which, for each cell i∈T yields absorption probabilities towards each of the f 
cells in each of the nt recurrent index sets. We aggregate these to yield absorption 
probabilities towards Rt by summing absorption probabilities towards individual 
cells in these sets.

CellRank provides an efficient implementation to compute absorption 
probabilities. A naive implementation of absorption probabilities scales cubically 
in the number of transient cells due to the matrix inversion A = (I − Q)−1S. The 
number of transient cells is smaller than the total cell number only by a small 
constant, so the naive approach can be considered cubic in total cell number. This 
will inevitably fail for large cell numbers. We alleviate this by rewriting the above as 
a linear problem,

(I − Q)A = S. (3)

Note that Q is very sparse as it describes transitions between nearest neighbors. 
Per row, Q has approximately K entries. To exploit the sparsity, iterative solvers are 
very appealing as their per iteration cost applied to this problem is linear in cell 
number and in the number of nearest neighbors. To apply an iterative solver, we 
must, however, rewrite equation (3) such that the right-hand side is vector valued,

(I − Q)a1 = s1, ..., (I − Q)afnt = sfnt ,

where fnt is the total number of cells which belong to approximately recurrent 
classes. To solve these individual problems, we use the iterative GMRES95 algorithm 
which efficiently exploits sparsity. For optimal performance, we use the PETSc 
implementation, which makes use of efficient message passing and other practical 
performance enhancements. Finally, we parallelize solving the fnt linear problems. 
Taken together, these tricks allow us to compute absorption probabilities quickly 
even for large cell numbers (Fig. 5d and Supplementary Table 1).

Visualizing fate probabilities through circular embeddings. In this presentation, 
we follow work by Velten et al.50, which in turn is based on circular a posteriori 
projections72. Let F ∈ RN×nt by the matrix of fate probabilities for N cells and nt 
terminal states such that Fi,: contains the fate probabilities for cell i. We seek a 2D 
arrangement of cells that reflects their fate probabilities. Therefore, we evenly space 
terminal states around the unit circle and assign each state an angle αt. We then 
transform each cell’s vector of fate probabilities Fi,: into a 2D representation  
(xi, yi) using
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xi =
∑

t
fit cos αt,

yi =
∑

t
fit sin αt.

As the representation depends on the order in which terminal states are 
arranged around the unit circle, we compute pairwise similarities among fate 
probabilities F:,t corresponding to each terminal state t, and we choose the 
arrangement that maximizes pairwise similarities. By default, we use cosine 
correlation to quantify similarity.

Quantifying multilineage potential through fate probabilities. CellRank 
provides two ways of quantifying multilineage potential on the basis of computed 
fate probabilities:
•	 through Si, the entropy over fate probabilities Fi,: (called ‘diffusion potential’ in 

Palantir21)
•	 through KL(Fi,:||F:), the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence between fate prob-

abilities Fi,: and the average fate probability per lineage across cells F: (called 
‘priming degree’ in STEMNET50)

Intuitively, Si quantifies how far from uniform the distribution Fi,: is and 
KL(Fi,:||F̄:) quantifies how far from the average fate distribution Fi,: is. The higher 
Si and the lower KL(Fi,:||F̄:), the more uncommitted a cell is. In situations where 
the initial cells are already expected to have a dominant direction of fate bias, we 
suggest using the KL divergence, as it will increase monotonically as cells move 
to terminal states while the entropy will reach its maximum at the point between 
initial and terminal states that come closest to uniform.

Propagating velocity uncertainty. So far, we have assumed that individual velocity 
vectors are deterministic, that is, they have no measurement error. However, RNA 
velocity is estimated on the basis of spliced and unspliced gene counts, which are 
noisy quantities. Hence, the velocity vectors vi themselves should be treated as 
random variables that follow a certain distribution. Our aim is to propagate the 
distribution over vi into our final quantities of interest—state assignments and 
fate probabilities—but no closed-form equation relates these final quantities to 
vi. A possible solution is to use an MC scheme where we draw velocity vectors, 
compute final quantities based on the draw and repeat this many times. In the 
limit of infinite draws, this will give us the distribution over final quantities, given 
the distribution in vi. However, we need to repeat our computation many times, 
which will become prohibitively expensive for large datasets. To get around this 
problem, we construct an analytical approximation to the MC-based scheme. This 
approximation will have to be evaluated only once and we can omit the sampling. 
We show, in a practical example, that the analytical approximation gives very 
similar results to the sampling-based scheme and improves over a deterministic 
approach by a large margin.

Modeling the distribution over velocity vectors. Before we can propagate 
uncertainty, we need to model the uncertainty in the velocity vectors estimated by 
scVelo15 or velocyto14. Ideally, these packages would model uncertainty in the raw 
spliced and unspliced counts and propagate this into a distribution over velocity 
vectors. However, as that is currently not the case, we will make an assumption 
about their distribution and use the KNN graph to fine-tune expectation and 
variance by considering neighboring velocity vectors. To ease notation and 
illustrate core ideas, we will drop the subscript i in this section and focus on one 
fixed cell and its velocity vector v. Let’s assume that v follows a multivariate normal 
(MVN) distribution,

v ∼ N(μ, Σv),

with mean vector μ∈RG and covariance matrix Σv∈RG×G. The MVN is a reasonable 
choice here as velocities can be both positive and negative and, for most genes, 
as we expect to see both up- and downregulation, velocity values will be 
approximately symmetrical around their expected value. Let us further assume the 
covariance matrix to be diagonal, that is, gene-wise velocities are independent—a 
reasonable assumption, as gene-wise velocities in velocyto14 and scvelo15 are 
computed independently. To compute values for μ and Σv, consider velocity vector 
v and its K nearest neighbors. To estimate μ and the diagonal elements of Σv, 
we compute first- and second-order moments over the velocity vectors of these 
neighboring cells.

Propagating uncertainty into state assignments and fate probabilities. 
We seek to approximate the expected value of the final quantities of interest 
(state assignments and fate probabilities), given the distribution in the velocity 
vectors. Let q be a final quantity of interest. There are two main steps involved in 
computing q,

v → T → q,

where v stands for our inputs, that is, the velocity vectors, and T is the transition 
matrix defining the Markov chain. To get from v to T, we evaluate an analytical 

function that computes correlations and applies a softmax function. We can 
approximate this first part of the mapping with a Taylor series, which allows us 
to propagate analytically the distribution in v into T. For the second part of the 
mapping, we use the expected transition matrix to compute q. This yields an 
approximation to the expectation of the final quantity that we can then compare 
with the approximation we obtain from a MC scheme, which we treat as our 
ground truth.

Approximating the expected transition matrix. In the first step, we compute 
the expected value of the transition matrix, given the distribution of the velocity 
vectors. Given a particular draw v from the distribution and a set of state-change 
vectors {sk}, we compute a vector of probabilities p, which lives on a K-simplex in 
RK. Let us denote the mapping from v to p by h,

h : RG
→ RK,

v �→ h(v) = p.

We can then formulate our problem as finding the expectation of h when 
applied to v, that is

E[h(v)]v∼N(μ,Σv).

To approximate this, expand the ith component of h in a Taylor series around μ,

hi(v) = hi(μ) + ∇
⊤

v hi(v)|μ(v − μ) +
1
2
(v − μ)

⊤
∇

2
vhi(v)|μ(v − μ) + O(v − μ)

3.

Define the Hessian matrix of hi at v = μ as

H(i)
= ∇

2
vhi(v)|μ .

Taking the expectation of hi and using the Taylor expansion,

E[hi(v)] ≈ hi(μ) +
1
2
E[(v − μ)

⊤H(i)
(v − μ)].

Note that the first-order term cancels as E[v−μ] = 0. The second-order term 
can be further simplified by explicitly writing out the matrix multiplication,

E[(v − μ)
⊤H(i)

(v − μ)] =

G∑

j,k=1

H(i)
j,k E[(v − μ)j(v − μ)k],

where we took the expectation inside the sum and the matrix elements outside the 
expectation as they do not involve v. For j≠k, the two terms inside the expectation 
involving v are independent given our distributional assumptions on v and the 
expectation can be taken separately. Using again the fact that E[v−μ] = 0, the sum 
equals zero for j≠k. It follows

G∑

j,k=1

H(i)
j,k E[(v − μ)j(v − μ)k] =

∑

j
H(i)

j,j E[(vj − μj)
2
] =

∑

j
H(i)

j,j Var[vj].

To summarize, our second-order approximation to the transition probabilities 
given the distribution in v reads

E[hi(v)] ≈ hi(μ) +
1
2
∑

j
H(i)

j,j Var[vj].

We use automatic differentiation as implemented in JAX96 to compute the 
Hessian matrices H(i), which ensures they are highly accurate and can be computed 
in a scalable manner. Further, because we do not hard-code the derivatives, our 
approach is highly flexible to future changes in the way we compute transition 
probabilities. If, for example, it turns out at a later point that an alternative metric 
works better than Pearson correlation, this is automatically taken care of in the 
propagation of uncertainties and no changes need to be made, apart from changing 
the forwards function that computes the transition probabilities themselves. The 
above procedure can be repeated for all components i and for all cells to yield 
the second-order approximation to the expected transition matrix T, given the 
distribution over each velocity vector.

Approximating the expected final quantities. To arrive at the final quantities of 
interest, that is, state assignments and absorption probabilities, we use the expected 
transition matrix and proceed as in the deterministic case. We validate that this 
approximation gives very similar results to a fully stochastic approach based 
on MC sampling (Extended Data Fig. 3f,g). The MC approach is also available 
through our kernel interface by setting mode = ‘sampling’ when calling the method 
to compute the transition matrix. Thus, the user can conveniently choose between 
a fast approximate method given by our analytical approximation and a slower, 
asymptotically exact, method given by MC sampling.
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The CellRank software package. The CellRank software package implements two 
main modules:
•	 kernels provide functionality to compute transition matrices based on 

(directed) single-cell data.
•	 estimators implement algorithms to perform inference based on kernels. For 

example, estimators compute macrostates and fate probabilities.
This modular and object-oriented design allows CellRank to be extended easily 

in two directions. Including more kernels can accommodate further directional 
single-cell data such as metabolic labeling or experimental time, while including 
more estimators enables learning new abstractions of cellular dynamics. The kernel 
module currently implements a
•	 VelocityKernel, which computes a transition matrix on the basis of a KNN 

graph and RNA velocity information.
•	 ConnectivityKernel, which row-normalizes the adjacency matrix underly-

ing the KNN graph to obtain a valid transition matrix. This is essentially the 
transition matrix used in the diffusion pseudotime (DPT)7 algorithm.

•	 PrecomputedKernel, which accepts any precomputed transition matrix and 
allows for easy interfacing with the CellRank software.

All kernel classes are derived from a base kernel class that implements density 
normalization as implemented in Haghverdi et al.7. Instances of kernel classes can 
be combined by simply using the ‘+’ operator, potentially including weights. A 
typical code snippet to compute a transition matrix will look like this:

from cellrank.tools.kernels import VelocityKernel, ConnectivityKernel
vk = VelocityKernel(adata).compute_transition_matrix()
ck = ConnectivityKernel(adata).compute_transition_matrix()

combined_kernel = 0.9*vk + 0.1*ck

The estimator module currently implements a
•	 CFLARE estimator. CFLARE (Clustering and Filtering of Left and Right 

Eigenvectors) computes terminal states directly by filtering cells in the top 
left eigenvectors and clustering them in the top right eigenvectors, thereby 
combining ideas of spectral clustering and stationary distributions.

•	 GPCCA estimator.
All estimator classes are derived from a base estimator class that enables 

computing fate probabilities, regardless of how terminal/intermediate states 
have been computed. A typical code snippet to compute macrostates and fate 
probabilities is:

from cellrank.tools.estimators import GPCCA
# initialize the estimator
gpcca = GPCCA(combined_kernel)
# compute macrostates and identify the terminal states among them
gpcca.compute_macrostates()
gpcca.compute_terminal_states()
# compute fate probabilities

gpcca.compute_absorption_probabilities()

Both kernels and estimators implement a number of plotting functions to 
conveniently inspect results. We designed CellRank to be highly scalable to 
ever increasing cell numbers, widely applicable and extendable to problems in 
single-cell dynamical inference, user friendly with tutorials and comprehensive 
documentation, and robust with large code coverage through unit tests. CellRank 
is open source, fully integrated with SCANPY and scVelo and freely available at 
https://cellrank.org.

Computing gene expression trends along lineages. CellRank computes fate 
probabilities that specify how likely each cell is to transition towards each identified 
terminal state (Computing fate probabilities). Combined with any pseudotemporal 
measure, this allows us to compute and compare gene expression trends towards 
specific terminal populations. In contrast to other methods like FateID51 or PAGA8, 
we do not define each lineage via a discrete assignment of cells obtained through a 
threshold or a clustering. Instead, we use all cells to fit each lineage, but we weight 
each cell according to its fate probability—our measure of lineage membership. 
Uncommitted cells can thus contribute to two or more fates, weighted by fate 
probabilities, while committed cells will be naturally excluded from alternative 
fates by virtue of fate probabilities nearing zero in these lineages.

Pseudotemporal orderings. CellRank itself does not compute a pseudotemporal 
ordering of cells, as there are many established algorithms for this task, including 
DPT7, scVelo’s latent time15 or Palantir’s pseudotime21. A weak spot of these 
methods is that they rely on an initial cell to anchor their pseudotemporal 
ordering, whereas CellRank is the only method that can computationally identify 
initial states. Pseudotemporal orderings can be fed into CellRank, where we 
combine it with fate probabilities to compute gene expression trends along lineages. 

As mentioned above, fate probabilities are essential to make the gene expression 
trends specific to any particular lineage, by weighting each cell according to its 
contribution to that lineage.

Imputing gene expression recovers trends from noisy data. To improve the 
robustness and resolution of gene expression trends, we adapt two strategies: 
imputed gene expression values and GAMs. For gene expression imputation, we 
use MAGIC67 by default; however, any imputed gene expression matrix can be 
supplied. MAGIC is based on KNN imputation and makes use of the covariance 
structure among neighboring cells to estimate expression levels for each gene. The 
KNN graph is computed globally, based on the expression values of all genes and 
not just the one we are currently considering.

GAMs robustly fit gene expression values. Sliding window approaches are 
sensitive to local density differences and take only the current gene into account 
when determining gene expression trends. In contrast, we fit GAMs to expression 
values that have been imputed by borrowing information from neighboring cells 
via a KNN graph, allowing us to flexibly model many kinds of gene trends in a 
robust and scalable manner. We fit the expression trend for lineage t (associated 
with terminal state t) in gene g via

ygi = β0 + f(τi) ∀i : Fit > 0, (4)

where ygi is gene expression of gene g in cell i, τi is the pseudo temporal value of cell 
i and F is the fate matrix (Computing fate probabilities). By default, we use cubic 
splines for the smoothing functions f as these have been shown to be effective in 
capturing nonlinear relationships in trends97.

To visualize the smooth trend, we select 200 equally spaced testing points along 
pseudotime, and predict gene expression at each of them using the fitted model 
of equation (4). To estimate uncertainty along the trend, we use the s.d. of the 
residuals of the fit, given by

σ ŷp =

√∑n
j=1(yj − ŷj)2

n − 2

√

1 +
1
n

+
(τp − τ̄)2

∑n
j=1(τj − τ̄)2

,

where ŷp denotes predicted gene expression at test point p, τ̄ denotes average 
pseudotime across all cells and n is the number of test points98. For the fitting of 
equation (4), we provide interfaces to both the R package mgcv99,100 as well as the 
Python package pyGAM101. We parallelize gene fitting to scale well in the number 
of genes, which is important when plotting heatmaps summarizing many gene 
expression trends.

Visualizing gene expression trends for the pancreas example. For CellRank’s gene 
expression trends of lineage-associated genes along the alpha, beta, epsilon and delta 
fates, we used Palantir’s pseudotime21, MAGIC imputed data67 and the mgcv99,100 
package to fit GAMs in a cubic spline basis. For the delta lineage, fate probabilities 
among early cells were very low (0.01 average fate probability among Ngn3 high EP 
cells; Fig. 2e). This reflects the small size of the delta population (70 cells or 3% of 
the data; Supplementary Fig. 10a,b) as well as the fact that delta cells are produced 
mostly at later stages in pancreatic development37. To still be able to reliably fit gene 
expression of early cells along the delta lineage, we clip weights below 0.01 to this 
threshold value. This was done only for the fitting of gene expression trends.

Clustering gene expression trends. CellRank can cluster gene expression trends 
along a particular lineage to recover the main patterns of (transient) up- or 
downregulation towards a specific terminal state. We recover regulation of our 
gene set of interest along a specific lineage by fitting GAMs in pseudotime, 
supplying fate probabilities as cell-level lineage weights. Next, we cluster the 
GAM-smoothed gene expression trends. For this, we z-transform expression values 
and compute a principal component analysis (PCA) representation of the trends. 
By default, we use 50 PCs. We then compute a KNN graph in PC space and cluster 
the KNN graph using the louvain68 or leiden102 algorithms. For each recovered 
cluster, we compute its mean and s.d. (pointwise, for all testing points that were 
used for smoothing) and visualize them, together with the individual, smoothed 
trends per cluster. As gene-trend fitting is efficiently parallelized in CellRank, such 
an analysis can be performed in an unbiased fashion for large gene sets. For 10,000 
genes, the runtime is about 6 min on a 2019 Macbook pro with a 2.8 GHz Intel 
Core i7 processor and 16 GB RAM.

Clustering gene expression trends towards the delta fate. To cluster gene 
expression trends towards the delta fate in Fig. 3e, all genes expressed in at least 
ten cells were included (12,987 genes). Smooth gene expression trends along the 
delta lineage were determined using Palantir’s pseudotime21. We used K = 30 for the 
gene-trend KNN graph and the Louvain algorithm with resolution parameter set to 
0.2 to avoid overclustering the trends.

Uncovering putative driver genes. To find genes that are expressed at high levels 
in cells that are biased towards a particular fate, we compute Person’s correlation 
between expression levels of a set of genes and fate probabilities. We sort genes 
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by their correlation values and consider high-scoring genes as candidate drivers. 
By default, we consider all genes that have passed preprocessing gene-filtering 
thresholds. The computation of correlation values can be restricted to a set of 
predefined clusters if one is interested in driver genes that act in a certain region of 
the phenotypic manifold.

Uncovering putative driver genes for delta development. To uncover putative 
driver genes towards the delta fate in Fig. 3d,e, we considered 12,987 genes that 
were expressed in at least ten cells. We computed correlation of total-count 
normalized, log-transformed gene expression values with the probability of 
becoming a delta cell. We restricted correlation computation to the Fev+ cluster, 
where we expected the fate decision towards delta to occur.

Robustness analysis. We were interested in evaluating how much CellRank’s fate 
probabilities change in response to changes in the following key preprocessing 
parameters:
•	 Weight given to transcriptomic similarities via the λ parameter;
•	 Number of neighbors K used for KNN graph construction;
•	 scVelo’s gene-filtering parameter "minsharedcounts", which determines how 

many counts a gene must have in both spliced and unspliced layers;
•	 scVelo’s gene-filtering parameter "ntopgenes", which determines the number 

of most highly variable genes used for the velocity computation;
•	 Number of PCs "npcs" used for KNN graph construction.

In addition, we were interested to see how much CellRank’s results change 
when we randomly subsample the number of cells to 90% of the original cell 
number and when we vary the number of macrostates. We used the pancreas 
example24 in all of the following comparisons.

Robustness with respect to key preprocessing parameters. To evaluate robustness 
to preprocessing parameters, we varied only one parameter at a time and 
computed macrostates and their associated fate probabilities. We then compared 
fate probabilities for different parameter values by computing pairwise Pearson 
correlation among all possible pairs of parameter values. We did this separately for 
the alpha, beta, epsilon and delta lineages. For each lineage, we recorded the median 
and minimum correlation achieved across all the different comparisons. We always 
computed enough macrostates so that the alpha, beta, epsilon and delta states were 
included. Naturally, the precise location of the terminal states changed slightly 
across parameter combinations. For this reason, the correlation values we recorded 
reflect robustness of the entire CellRank workflow, including both the computation 
of terminal states as well as fate probabilities. In a separate comparison, we 
were interested in evaluating the robustness of just the last step of the CellRank 
algorithm, that is the computation of fate probabilities. For this, we kept the 
terminal states fixed across parameter variations and proceeded as above otherwise, 
computing pairwise Pearson correlations among fate probabilities per lineage across 
all parameter value combinations. To test whether CellRank’s robustness changes 
when we propagate uncertainty, we repeated all the aforementioned computations 
using our analytical approximation to propagate uncertainty.

Statistical testing of increased robustness due to uncertainty propagation. 
To check whether propagating uncertainty increased robustness with respect to 
K used during neighborhood graph construction, we fixed the terminal states 
and computed pairwise correlations with and without uncertainty propagation. 
This yielded ten correlation values per lineage per method. We then applied a 
one-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test separately for each lineage using the scipy89 
implementation with an exact distribution for the test statistic. This test assumes 
paired data, and that each pair is drawn independently. Pairs in our case are given 
by correlations of fate probabilities for two different numbers of neighbors, K, 
computed with and without uncertainty propagation. We assume these to be paired 
as the same number of neighbors probably yields similar correlation values with 
and without uncertainty propagation. For the alpha, beta and epsilon lineages, 
this yielded the same test statistic because the signed ranks of the differences 
in correlation between uncertainty/no uncertainty propagation were the same, 
that is, uncertainty propagation always yielded higher correlation values and the 
one-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test does not consider the actual magnitude of the 
differences, but just their sign and rank.

Robustness with respect to random subsampling of cells. We subsampled the 
data to 90% of cells, computed macrostates and fate probabilities towards the alpha, 
beta, epsilon and delta states. We repeated this 20 times, recorded all computed 
fate probabilities and compared them pairwise per lineage using Pearson’s 
correlation for all possible pairs of random draws. As in the above evaluation for 
the key preprocessing parameters, we recorded minimum and median correlation 
per lineage across all pairs and we repeated this for fixed terminal states and for 
propagated uncertainty.

Robustness with respect to the number of macrostates. To evaluate sensitivity 
with respect to this parameter, we varied the number of macrostates between 10 
and 16 and confirmed that, inside this range, the key terminal and initial states 
exist and remain in the same location.

Pancreas data example. We used an scRNA-seq time-series dataset comprising 
embryonic days 12.5−15.5 of pancreatic development in mice assayed using 10x 
Genomics24. We restricted the data to the last timepoint (E15.5) and to the Ngn3 
low EP, Ngn3 high EP, Fev+ and endocrine clusters to focus on the late stages 
of endocrinogenesis where all of alpha, beta, epsilon and delta fates are present. 
For the main analysis of Figs. 2 and 3, we filtered out cycling cells to amplify 
the differentiation signal. In Extended Data Fig. 6, we include these cycling 
populations and show that convoluted signals of differentiation and proliferation 
pose no problem to CellRank. Our final subset for Figs. 2 and 3 contained 2,531 
cells. We kept the original cluster annotations, which were available on a coarse 
level and on a fine level. On the fine level, the Fev+ cluster was subclustered into 
different populations biased towards different endocrine fates (Fig. 3a).

Data preprocessing and velocity computation for the pancreas example. 
We used scVelo15 and SCANPY76 with mostly default parameters. Loom files 
containing raw spliced and unspliced counts were obtained by running the 
velocyto14 command-line pipeline. We filtered genes to be expressed in at least 
ten cells and to have at least 20 counts in both spliced and unspliced layers. We 
further normalized by total counts per cell, log-transformed the data and kept the 
top 2,000 highly variable genes. We then computed a PCA representation of the 
data and used the top 30 PCs to compute a KNN graph with K = 30. For velocity 
computation, we used scVelo’s dynamic model of splicing kinetics. We evaluate 
the robustness of CellRank’s results to changes in these preprocessing parameters 
(Robustness analysis).

Embedding computation for the pancreas example. We used the KNN graph 
to compute a PAGA8 representation of the data. The PAGA graph was used to 
initialize the computation of a UMAP28 representation of the data. Note that 
UMAP was used only to visualize the data and was not supplied to CellRank to 
compute the transition matrix or any downstream quantities.

CellRank parameters for the pancreas example. We used CellRank’s analytical 
stochastic approximation to compute transition probabilities and included a 
diffusion kernel with weight 0.2. We computed 12 macrostates and automatically 
detected the terminal alpha, beta and epsilon states. The delta population was 
picked up automatically as a macrostate. We manually assigned it the terminal 
label.

Statistical testing of Fev+ subcluster delta fate bias. To check whether Fev+ delta 
cells were assigned significantly higher delta fate probability compared with other 
Fev+ clusters by CellRank, we applied a two-sided Welch unequal variances t-test. 
The test assumes two independent normally distributed samples with unequal 
variances and checks whether their means are significantly different.

Comparing fate probabilities with observed cell-type frequencies. The pancreas 
system involves the nonhomeostatic generation of endocrine cells, and is thus not 
in steady state. In such a setting, we do not expect fate probabilities to perfectly 
follow observed cell-type frequencies, as different populations are produced at 
different developmental stages. For example, while 19% of cells in the pancreas 
data are terminal alpha, it is well known that these have been produced at earlier 
stages of endocrinogenesis (around E12.5) and not at E15.5 (ref. 37). However, 
these earlier alpha cells still exist at E15.5 and contribute to observed cell-type 
frequencies. It is a strength of CellRank that it correctly picks this up (Fig. 2e), and 
does not assign large fate probabilities for differentiating towards alpha cells at 
E15.5.

Lung data example. We used an scRNA-seq time-series dataset of lung 
regeneration following bleomycin injury in mice assayed using Drop-seq52,53. It 
contains 18 timepoints comprising days 0–54 postinjury, with daily sampling from 
days 2–13 and wider lags between subsequent timepoints. Two replicate mice were 
used per timepoint. We restricted data to days 2–15 to ensure dense sampling. If 
timepoints are too far apart, RNA velocity cannot be used to predict the next likely 
cellular state because linear extrapolation is meaningful only on the time scales of 
the splicing kinetics. Our final subset contained 24,882 cells. We kept the original 
cluster annotations.

Data preprocessing and velocity computation for the lung example. We used 
scVelo and SCANPY with mostly default parameters. Loom files containing 
raw spliced and unspliced counts were obtained by running the velocyto14 
command-line pipeline. We filtered genes to be expressed in at least ten cells and to 
have at least 20 counts in both spliced and unspliced layers. We further normalized 
by total counts per cell, log-transformed the data and kept the top 2,000 highly 
variable genes. We kept the PCA coordinates from the original study and computed 
a KNN graph with K = 30 using the top 50 PCs. For velocity computation, we used 
scVelo’s dynamical model of splicing kinetics.

Embedding computation for the lung example. The lung data was processed in 
three separate batches. We used BBKNN103 to compute a batch corrected KNN 
graph with ten neighbors in each batch. The corrected KNN graph was used to 
compute a UMAP representation of the data. Note that UMAP was used only to 
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visualize the data and was not supplied to CellRank to compute the transition 
matrix or any downstream quantities. We did not use BBKNN to correct the 
graph we used for velocity computation as it is an open question how to do 
batch correction for velocity computation. We used uncorrected data for velocity 
computation.

CellRank parameters for the lung example. We used the analytical stochastic 
approximation of CellRank to compute transition probabilities and included a 
diffusion kernel with weight 0.2. On the full data of Fig. 6a, we computed nine 
macrostates. On the reduced data of Supplementary Fig. 16a, we computed three 
macrostates.

Defining stages of the differentiation trajectory. We reran CellRank on the  
subset of goblet and basal cells to investigate the trajectory at higher resolution. 
CellRank automatically detected initial and terminal states and computed fate 
probabilities towards the terminal states (Supplementary Fig. 16a–c). Further,  
we applied Palantir to the subset to compute a pseudotime (Supplementary  
Fig. 16d,e). We combined pseudotime with CellRank’s fate probabilities to define 
three stages of the dedifferentiation trajectory by requiring cells to have at least 
0.66 basal probability. Cells passing this threshold were assigned to three bins of 
equal size along the pseudotemporal axis. We used this binning to define the three 
stages of the trajectory.

Reprogramming data example. We used an scRNA-seq time-series dataset of 
MEFs in vitro reprogramming towards iEPs48 across a 28-day time course of 
retroviral overexpression of Foxa1 and Hnf4a49. The original dataset contains 
104,887 cells assayed using 10x and Drop-seq53. We analyzed the subset of 48,515 
cells shown in figure 3 of Biddy et al.49, which is enriched for later stages of 
reprogramming and contains only cells assayed using 10x. We kept the original 
cluster annotations, the original 2D t-SNE embedding to visualize the data and the 
CellTag-derived successful versus dead-end labels from Biddy et al.49.

Data preprocessing and velocity computation for the reprogramming example. 
We used scVelo15 and SCANPY76 with mostly default parameters. Loom files 
containing raw spliced and unspliced counts were obtained by running the 
velocyto14 command-line pipeline. We filtered genes to have at least 20 counts 
in both spliced and unspliced layers. We further normalized by total counts 
per cell, log-transformed the data and kept the top 2,000 highly variable genes. 
We computed a 30 nearest neighbor graph in the top 30 PCs and ran scVelo’s 
dynamical model of splicing kinetics to compute velocities.

CellRank parameters for the reprogramming example. We use CellRank’s 
analytical stochastic approximation to compute transition probabilities and include 
a diffusion kernel with weight 0.2. We computed five macrostates.

Comparing CellRank fate probabilities with CellTag labels. We sought to 
compare CellRank-computed fate probabilities towards the successful and 
dead-end terminal states (Fig. 4c) to CellTag-derived ground truth labels from 
the original publication49 via a classification task. Ground truth labels were binary 
(successful/dead-end) and available for a subset of all cells. We restricted the 
comparison to days 12, 15 and 21 where ground truth labels were available for 
374, 582 and 1,312 cells, respectively. More ground truth labels were available for 
dead-end than for successful cells, which can give rise to misleading classification 
accuracy. We therefore subsampled dead-end cells until the proportions were 
even. For classification, we randomly assigned 60% of labeled cells per day 
into the training set and the remaining cells into the test set. Our final cell sets 
contained 208 (124 training/84 testing), 308 (184 training/124 testing) and 652 
(391 training/261 testing) cells for days 12, 15 and 21, respectively. We trained 
logistic regression classifiers independently for each day to predict the ground 
truth success/dead-end labels based on CellRanks fate probabilities on the training 
set using the scikit-learn implementation104. To assess predictive performance, 
we computed receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for each day on the 
test set. In short, ROC curves are created by iterating over the decision threshold 
used to classify points as successful/dead-end, computing and plotting the true 
positive rate against the false positive rate for each decision threshold105. For each 
day, we also compute the area under the ROC curve (AUC). The AUC is a measure 
between 0 and 1 to summarize the entire ROC curve into a single value, which is 
then threshold-independent. A value of 1 corresponds to perfect classification, 0.5 
corresponds to random guessing, that is, an uninformative classifier.

Immunofluorescence stainings and microscopy on airway epithelial 
cells. Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded lung sections (3.5 μm thick) from 
bleomycin-treated mice at day 10 (n = 2) and day 22 (n = 2) after bleomycin 
instillation, and from PBS-treated controls (n = 2) were stained as previously 
described52. In brief, after deparaffinization, rehydration and heat-mediated 
antigen retrieval with citrate buffer (10 mM, pH 6.0), sections were blocked with 
5% bovine serum albumin for 1 h at room temperature and then incubated with the 
following primary antibodies overnight at 4 °C: rabbit anti-Bpifb1 (kindly provided 
by C. Bingle106, 1:500), mouse anti-Trp63 (abcam, catalog no. ab735, clone A4A, 
1:50) and chicken anti-Krt5 (BioLegend, catalog no. Poly9059, 1:1,000).

The following secondary antibodies were used: Goat anti-rabbit Alexa 
Fluor 488 (Invitrogen, catalog no. A11008, 1:250), Goat anti-chicken Alexa 
Fluor 568 (Invitrogen, catalog no. A11041,1:250) and goat anti-mouse Alexa 
Fluor 647 (Invitrogen, catalog no. A21236, 1:250). Nuclei were visualized with 
4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole.

Immunofluorescent images were acquired with an AxioImager.M2 microscope 
(Zeiss) using a Plan-Apochromat ×20/0.8 M27 objective. For quantification of 
immunofluorescence staining, five different intrapulmonary regions were recorded 
per mouse, and the percentage of positively stained cells normalized to the total 
number of airway cells was quantified manually using Fiji software (ImageJ, 
v.2.0.0).

Ethics statement. Pathogen-free 8- to 10-week-old female C57BL/6J mice were 
purchased from Charles River Germany and maintained at the appropriate 
biosafety level at constant temperature (20–24 °C) and humidity (45–65%) 
with a 12 h light cycle. Animals were allowed food and water ad libitum. All 
animal experiments were performed in accordance with the governmental and 
international guidelines and ethical oversight by the local government for the 
administrative region of Upper Bavaria (Germany), registered under 55.2-1-54-
2532-130-2014 and ROB-55.2-2532.Vet_02-16-208.

Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the 
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
Raw published data for the pancreas24, lung52 and reprogramming49 examples are 
available from the Gene Expression Omnibus under accession codes GSE132188, 
GSE141259 and GSE99915, respectively. Processed data, including spliced 
and unspliced count abundances, is available from figshare under https://doi.
org/10.6084/m9.figshare.c.5172299.

Code availability
The CellRank software package is available at https://cellrank.org including 
documentation, tutorials and examples. Jupyter notebooks to reproduce 
our analysis and figures are available at https://github.com/theislab/
cellrank_reproducibility.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | The CellRank algorithm. a–h. CellRank combines transcriptional similarity with velocity information to infer cell state trajectories. 
The algorithm starts with a pair of count matrices containing spliced and unspliced mRNA counts (a), computes a kNN graph in the space of principal 
components (b), uses scVelo or velocyto to compute RNA velocity vectors (c), and then combines the kNN graph with the velocity vectors to assign 
transition probabilities to graph edges (d). Arrow thickness indicates transition probability. A cell–cell transition matrix summarizes these probabilities. 
CellRank coarse-grains this matrix to compute macrostates, which it classifies as initial, intermediate or terminal (e), and then computes fate probabilities 
towards the terminal macrostates (f). Pseudotime is determined using an imported method such as Palantir, scVelo’s latent time or an alternative, based 
on macrostates defined by CellRank (g). The CellRank toolbox offers a number of downstream functionalities to visualize and extract information from 
pseudotime and cell fate probability vectors (see Methods), including the ability to combine these two quantities to chart smooth gene expression trends (h).
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | See next page for caption.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | GPCCA and fate probabilities extract the essence of cellular state transitions. a. Markov transition graph of a toy example of 
cellular state changes. Starting from a cyclic initial state, cells transition via an intermediate state into either one of two terminal states, both of which are 
cycling again. Note that cell number 3 is more likely to go to cell number 4 than 5, which results in a global fate bias towards the first terminal state. b. The 
corresponding transition matrix can be decomposed into real Schur vectors, each corresponding to one eigenvalue. The 4 eigenvalues close to one are 
associated with the initial, terminal and intermediate states. Complex eigenvalues appear because the transition matrix is nonsymmetric. c. The original 
transition matrix. The block structure shows the separation into the 4 macrostates and the possible transitions between them. d. The coarse-grained 
transition matrix, identifying the different macrostates and their transition probabilities relative to one another. The initial state is the macrostate with 
almost no incoming but large outgoing transition probability. The intermediate state is the state with both large incoming and large outgoing transition 
probability, and relatively little self-transition probability. The terminal states are the states with large incoming, but almost no outgoing and large self-
transition probability. e. each macrostate is associated with a membership vector that assigns cells to the state in a soft fashion, that is using weights that 
sum to one. We show the 4 membership vectors in a heatmap. f. Fate probabilities towards the two terminal states. We correctly recover the global bias 
towards the first terminal state.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | uncertainty propagation adjusts for noise in RNA velocity vectors. a. When predicting the future state of cell x0, CellRank takes 
uncertainty in the velocity vector v in the high-dimensional gene space into account. b. Propagating noise changes the transition probabilities from one 
cell to its nearest neighbors. c. The adjusted transition probabilities agglomerate over longer paths to result in adjusted fate probabilities. d. effect of 
noise propagation, illustrated using pancreas data. One cell from a low noise region, where velocity vectors from neighboring cells tend to point in the 
same direction (top), and one from a high noise region, where vectors from neighboring cells point in different directions (bottom), are highlighted. 
e. Transition probabilities from the reference cell to its 10 nearest neighbors using a deterministic or stochastic (analytical approximation or Monte 
Carlo sampling-based) formulation, for both the low and high noise cell. Corrections applied by stochastic approaches are larger in the high noise 
region. f. Subclustering of the Fev+ cluster in the pancreas data24. g. Comparing average fate probabilities per subcluster. These were obtained from not 
propagating (‘deterministic’) or propagating (‘stochastic – analytical’ and ‘stochastic – sampling’) velocity uncertainty. Both stochastic approaches agree 
in down-weighting probability towards the dominant beta fate and up-weighting probability towards the alpha, delta and epsilon fates.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Recovering structure in the transition matrix. a. Heatmap of the transition matrix for the pancreas dataset from Fig. 2a. The 
ordering of cells (rows and columns) in the matrix is arbitrary. The colorbar has been adjusted such that values larger than the 90th percentile are clipped 
to the 90th percentile to avoid skewing the colorbar towards extreme values. However, there is still no visible structure in the matrix because of sparsity, 
noise and the random order of cells. b. Same matrix as in (a), just re-ordered such that cells which likely belong to the same macrostate are next to each 
other. This recovers the structure of the developmental dynamics. Note that the sparsity structure of the matrix is symmetric (KNN graph is symmetric) 
while the actual values are not (RNA velocity infused directionality). c. Coarse-grained transition matrix from Fig. 2. Macrostates defined in this matrix 
were used to reorder cells in (b).
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | Marker genes confirm CellRanks initial and terminal state annotations in the pancreas data. a. CellRank-computed initial and 
terminal states from Fig. 2d. b. Cells are colored based on the expression level of the indicated gene in each UMAP. The terminal states express the key 
marker genes relevant for each respective cell type. Showing for beta: Ins1 and Ins2 (insulin), alpha: Gcg (glucagon), epsilon: Ghrl (ghrelin), delta: Sst 
(somatostatin)33. For the initial state, we show expression of ductal cell markers Sox9, Anxa2 and Bicc124,33.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | CellRank recovers ductal and endocrine maturation. a. Published15 UMAP of the pancreas data24, colored by original cluster 
annotations, including all clusters in Fig. 2 as well as ductal cells. Streamlines show scVelo15 velocities. b. Cell cycle scores for S and G2M phase, computed 
using scanpy76 based on the gene set from ref. 107. Cycling cells mainly map to the ductal cluster. c. Spectrum of the CellRank-computed transition matrix. 
An eigengap appears after the first 5 eigenvalues, suggestive of 5 macrostates. d. UMAP showing 5 macrostates. e. Coarse-grained transition matrix. 
Diagonal elements give the stability index (SI) values. These automatically identify the Ductal 2, epsilon, Alpha and Beta macrostates to be terminal. f. 
Fate probabilities towards the Ductal 2 state (‘ductal fate probability’). Among the 25 genes that correlate best with ductal fate probability in the ductal/
Ngn3low clusters is Sox9, an established marker for ductal cell maturation33. g. Combined fate probabilities towards the Alpha, Beta and epsilon macrostates 
(‘endocrine fate probability’). Among the 10 genes that correlate best with endocrine fate probability in the ductal/Ngn3low clusters are Ngn3 and Insm1, 
which are established endocrine progenitor markers33. Inset shows endocrine fate probabilities in the ductal/Ngn3low clusters. h. Ngn3 expression for the 
subset of cells shown in (g). Ngn3 expression correlates best with endocrine fate probabilities (Pearson correlation = 0.66).
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Extended Data Fig. 7 | Splicing kinetics do not capture delta cell development. a. Phase portraits of the top 30 genes which are assigned the highest 
likelihoods by scVelo’s dynamical model of the mRNA lifecycle. Unspliced counts are on the x-axis, spliced counts are on the y-axis. Cells are colored 
according to the clusters from Fig. 2a. The solid purple curve is scVelo’s dynamical fit and the dashed purple line is scVelo’s inferred steady-state ratio. The 
top 30 genes are dominated by drivers for the alpha (Gcg33), epsilon (Ghrl33) and beta (Gng12108, Pdx134,70) lineages while delta drivers are not present. b. 
Phase portraits of known delta-associated genes Hhex35 and Cd24a38,39 as well as the CellRank-identified putative lineage driver Hadh. Cd24a was filtered 
out by scVelo’s gene filtering threshold because it only had unspliced counts in 3 cells (see box). Hhex could not be fit by scVelo because of too little 
expression and too large noise levels. Hadh could be fit by scVelo, however, delta cells are an outlier in this fit (see box) and were not correctly assigned to 
the steady-state. Thus, all three genes do not meaningfully contribute to velocity vectors towards delta cells.
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Extended Data Fig. 8 | Projected velocities do not reveal how delta cells are generated. scVelo velocities projected onto the UMAP do not reveal a likely 
path towards delta cells. Velocities reveal short-range fate relationships but cannot be combined to give long-range fate predictions from looking at an 
embedding.
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Extended Data Fig. 9 | Cluster labels and timepoint annotations for lung data. a. Original cluster labels for the lung regeneration data52 in a UMAP 
projection. The data contains 24,882 murine lung epithelial cells sequenced using the Drop-seq workflow53 at 13 timepoints spanning days 2–15 past 
bleomycin injury. The ‘activated’ label refers to cell states that emerge after bleomycin injury. b. Same as (a) with timepoints colored in. Time points refer 
to time passed since bleomycin injury. c. expression of goblet cell markers Muc5b, Muc5ac and Bpifb1 agrees with the goblet annotation of (a).
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Extended Data Fig. 10 | CellRank predicts a goblet to basal dedifferentiation trajectory. a. Cellrank identifies 9 macrostates. Airway cells, including 
club, goblet and basal cells, are highlighted. b. Single-cell fate probabilities of transitioning towards the basal state. A ‘band’ of cells within the goblet 
cluster exhibits high basal probability. c. Single-cell fate probabilities of transitioning towards the goblet state. Basal cells do not show any probability of 
transitioning towards the goblet state. d. Quantification of the results from (b) and (c). Goblet cells have a large probability of transitioning towards basal 
cells, but basal cells have no probability of transitioning towards the goblet state, confirming that the recovered trajectory proceeds from goblet to basal.
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Data exclusions Pancreas dataset: subset to the late stages of endocrinogenesis to focus on the process of Alpha, Beta, Epsilon and Delta fate establishment. 
Lung data: subset to days 2-15 to ensure that sampling is dense enough to have overlapping populations across timepoints, required for RNA 
velocity. Reprogramming data: subset to late stages of reprogramming, equivalent to Fig. 3 of original publication. See Methods for 
full details.

Replication For the experimental follow-up of the predicted dedifferentiation trajectory (Fig. 6), we assessed and quantified 10 intrapulmonary airway 
regions derived from two independent biological replicates, which gave similar findings.

Randomization Mice were randomized according to different treatment and time point groups.

Blinding Investigators were not blinded to group allocations due to unblinding by the treatment effect.
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Methods
n/a Involved in the study

ChIP-seq
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Antibodies
Antibodies used Primary antibodies: rabbit anti-Bpifb1 (kindly provided and produced by C. Bingle, 1:500; Musa, M. et al. Differential 

localisation of BPIFA1 (SPLUNC1) and BPIFB1 (LPLUNC1) in the nasal and oral cavities of mice. Cell Tissue Res. 350, 
455–464 (2012)), mouse anti-Trp63 (abcam, ab735, clone 4A4, 1:50) and chicken anti-Krt5 (BioLegend, Poly9059, 1:1,000). 
Secondary antibodies: Goat anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor® 488 (Invitrogen, A11008, 1:250), Goat anti-chicken Alexa Fluor® 568 (Invitrogen, 
A11041,1:250) and goat anti-mouse Alexa Fluor® 647 (Invitrogen, A21236, 1:250). Cell nuclei were visualized with 4',6-diamidino-2- 
phenylindole (DAPI).

Validation All antibodies used have been validated by the manufacturers (cf. antibodies above) and by multiple citations for use in 
immunofluorescence stainings. For Bpifb1: Musa, M. et al., Cell Tissue Res. 350, 455–464 (2012) and Bingle, L. et al., 
Histochem. Cell Biol. 138, 749–758 (2012). For Trp63: Kumar, P. A. et al., Cell vol. 147 525–538 (2011), and Zuo, W. et 
al., Nature 517, 616–620 (2015), For Krt5: Weiner, A. I. et al. NPJ Regen Med 4, 17 (2019).

Animals and other organisms
Policy information about studies involving animals; ARRIVE guidelines recommended for reporting animal research

Laboratory animals Pathogen-free eight to ten weeks old female C57BL/6J mice were purchased from Charles River Germany and maintained at 
the appropriate biosafety level at ambient temperature (20-24°C) and humidity (45-65%) with a 12 hour light cycle. 
Animals were allowed food and water ad libitum.
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Field-collected samples This study did not involve field-collected samples.

Ethics oversight All animal experiments were performed in accordance with the governmental and international guidelines and ethical oversight by 
the local government for the administrative region of Upper Bavaria (Germany), registered under 55.2-1-54-2532-130-2014 and 
ROB-55.2-2532.Vet_02-16-208. 
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